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About the Workshop
Two new polar-orbiting satellites carrying passive microwave radiometers
operating at L-band (electromagnetic frequency ~1.4 GHz, wavelength~21 cm): the
ESA/Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and the NASA/Soil Moisture Active
Passive (SMAP) missions have been recently launched (late 2009 and early 2015,
respectively). These missions provide for the first time regular global measurements of
the brightness temperature of the Earth at such low electromagnetic frequency in the
microwave domain. Though designed to measure soil moisture and ocean salinity, these
two radiometers have an excellent capability to measure ocean winds in storms at an
average spatial resolution of ~40 km and with swath widths of ~1000 km (revisit time of
~3 days). As shown in several studies (Reul et al., 2012; 2016, 2017, Yueh et al., 2016;
Meissner et al., 2017), at L-band the measured brightness temperature exhibit good
sensitivity to ocean surface wind speed even in very high winds and is very little impacted
by rain. This gives SMOS and SMAP a distinct advantage to complement available
spaceborne ocean wind sensors such as C-band (ASCAT) or Ku-band (RapidScat)
scatterometers as well as radiometers operating at higher frequencies (SSMI, TMI,
WindSat, AMSR, GMI.
Since 2012, ESA has been funding a project called SMOS+STORM (as part of its
Support To Science Element program) which aimed to explore these capabilities in more
depth. The work is conducted by a European consortium led by IFREMER (Institut
Français pour la Recherche et l’Exploitation de la MER), Laboratory for Ocean Physics
and satellite remote sensing (LOPS), France, in collaboration with the Satellite Imagery
Applications Group of Met Office (UK), the French R&D company OceanDataLab, and
involving scientists from the Russian Satellite Oceanography Laboratory (SOLab). In the
frame of this project, we consolidated the physical understanding of L-band emission
characteristics of the ocean in high wind conditions and the physical processes that
control its signal dynamics to solidify the theoretical framework required to improve the
quality of SMOS derived high-wind speed products. The project then systematically
produced a large ensemble of Tropical Cyclone (TC) Storm cases and associated validation
data that were used to improve the SMOS retrieval algorithm and product robustness.
The project then disseminated SMOS+ STORM products to the scientific and operational
research user community through the project web portal and developed a user database
that can nurture and exploit new information from SMOS, SMAP but also from the dual
C-band AMSR-2 JAXA radiometer. Finally, one aim of the project was to demonstrate the
utility, performance and impact of SMOS+ STORM Evolution products on TC and ExtraTropical Cyclone (ETC) prediction systems in the context of maritime applications. Since
the successful launch of SMAP early 2015, researches have also been conducted in the
USA at NASA/JPL and Remote Sensing System to explore these new observation
capabilities in extreme conditions (Yueh et al., 2016; Meissner et al., 2017).
To present and discuss the findings of the ESA project and within the context of
the recent parallel research on similar topics with the scientific community, ESA, Met
Office and Ifremer co-organized a 3 days ‘International Workshop on Measuring High
Wind Speeds over the Ocean that was held at the Met Office headquarters in the cathedral
city of Exeter (UK) on 15-17 November 2016. The workshop was open to scientists,
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forecasters and engineers with an interest in extreme wind speeds. It reviewed scientific
progress made using L-band and C-band satellite microwave radiometers that are now
producing innovative data products that estimate extreme wind speeds in tropical cyclone
conditions. It also showcase examples from ESA SMOS, NASA SMAP and JAXA AMSR2 (amongst others), highlighting retrieval approaches, characteristics of the data
products, their strengths and shortfalls, and example applications. Applications involving
data from Metop ASCAT, HY-2 and cross-polarised C-band SAR satellite and airborne
radar data were as well presented and discussed.
Validation approaches for high wind retrievals and results were presented and
discussed while addressing the generic issue of spatial resolution and representation
between different classes of instrument (scatterometer, altimeter, SAR imager and
passive microwave radiometers).
The workshop also reviewed applications from Tropical Cyclone operation centres
and assimilation approaches using satellite wind products, test results from Numerical
Weather and wave Prediction models, tropical cyclone modelling/forecasting, the
potential use of new microwave winds on hurricane forecasting benches, scientific
applications, and the ocean response to extreme wind events.
Finally, time was dedicated to explore the future generation of extreme wind
measurements from space including the use of GNSS-R (e.gg NASA CYGNSS, TDS),
cross-polarized scatterometry (RadarSat, Sentinel-1 A & B, airborne), and L-band and Cband microwave radiometers, and how they can be used in synergy.
The workshop was divided into 6 dedicated sessions:







Satellite measurement techniques (session 1 a & b)
Core/operational applications and challenges e.g. hurricane/extreme forecasting,
storm surges, waves (session 2)
Calibration and Validation of high winds (session 3)
Air-sea applications and challenges e.g. seasonal/climate, upper ocean dynamics,
air-sea interaction, biogeochemistry (session 4)
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) and Numerical Ocean Prediction (NOP)
(session 5)
Future Directions (session 6)

This workshop report includes 3 main sections:
(1) An overview of the workshop Program with ftp links to most oral presentations,
(2) the abstracts of the talks given for each session including representative figures, links
to presentation, main points and discussions that took place during the workshop, and,
(3) An executive summary and list of recommendations for future activities.
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Programme

Tuesday 15 November

Introduction
08:15 – 09:00

Registration

09:00 – 09:10

Welcome and local arrangements

Pete Francis, James Cotton (Met
Office)

09:10 – 09:20

Welcome from Met Office

Andy Brown, Director of Science
(Met Office)

09:20 – 09:30

Welcome from ESA

Craig Donlon (ESA)

Session 1a: Satellite Measurement
Techniques

Chairs: Marcos Portabella,
Lucrezia Ricciardulli

Keynote
09:30 – 09:55

Sensor Physics and the Complementarity of
Ocean Surface Satellite Measurements

Bertrand Chapron (IFREMER)

09:55 – 10:05

ESA’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Mission:
current status

Susanne Mecklenburg (ESA)

10:05 – 10:30

The SMOS-STORM project : a New Generation of
Extreme Wind Speed Measurements from Space

Nicolas Reul (IFREMER)

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee break
Session 1a: Satellite Measurement
Techniques

Chairs: Nicolas Reul, Thomas
Meissner

11:00 – 11:20

Ocean Vector Winds in Storms from the SMAP LBand Radiometer

Thomas Meissner (Remote
Sensing Systems )

11:20 – 11:40

SMAP Observations of Extreme Ocean Winds

Alexander Fore (JPL)

11:40 – 12:00

RapidScat High Wind Observations

Alexander Wineteer
(NASA/JPL), on behalf of Bryan
W. Stiles

12:00 – 12:20

Wind Fields Retrieving for Typhoon Using Neural
Network for Combined Observations of
Radiometer and Scatterometer onboard HY-2A

Xingou Xu (The CAS Key
Laboratory of Microwave
Remote Sensing, NSSC)

12:20 – 12:40

Sentinel-1 Hurricane Observation Campaign

Alexis Mouche (IFREMER)

12:40 – 13:00

Hurricane Matthew extreme winds and
precipitation from space

Lucrezia Ricciardulli (Remote
Sensing Systems)
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13:00 – 14:00 Lunch break
Session 1a: Satellite Measurement
Techniques
14:00 – 14:30

Plenary discussion – Satellite Measurement
Techniques (L-Band/Radiometer/Scat/SAR)

Marcos Portabella, Lucrezia
Ricciardulli, Nicolas Reul,
Thomas Meissner

Session 2: Core Applications

Chairs: Mark Powell, Svetla
Hristova-Veleva

Keynote
14:30 – 15:00

HWIND fields in support of high wind remote
sensing in tropical cyclones
Keynote

15:00 – 15:30

A consensus approach to operationally estimate
and forecast tropical cyclone wind radii

Mark D. Powell (Risk
Management Solutions)
John A. Knaff (NOAA Center for
Satellite Applications and
Research)

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break
16:00 – 16:20

Hurricane Patricia winds from Hwind

J-P Michael (RMS)

16:20 – 16:40

Accurate estimation of the ocean surface winds in
hurricanes: a critical component for developing
predictors for hurricane Rapid Intensification
potential

Svetla Hristova-Veleva (JPL)

16:40 – 17:00

Synthetic Aperture Radar for wind energy
applications: potential and challenges at high
wind speeds

Merete Badger (DTU Wind
Energy)

17:00 – 17:30

Plenary discussion – core applications

Mark Powell, Svetla HristovaVeleva

19:30 - Workshop dinner (Cosy Club, 1 Southernhay Gardens, Exeter, EX1 1SG)
Wednesday 16 November

09:00 – 09:30
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Session 3: Calibration and Validation of
High Winds

Chairs: Mark Bourassa, Zorana
Jelenak

Keynote

Mark Bourassa (Florida State
University )

Major issues associated with impacts and
remotely sensed observations of high wind
speeds
09:30 – 09:50

Validation of Strong Ocean Surface Wind Speeds

Paul Chang (NOAA/NESDIS)

09:50 – 10:10

Extreme scatterometer winds at C band

Ad Stoffelen (KNMI)

10:10 – 10:30

Development and application of a global satellite
database of wind and wave conditions

Ian Young (University of
Melbourne)

10:30

Poster introduction

10:30 – 11:30 Coffee break and Poster viewing
11:30 – 11:50

Assessment of Altimeter, Scatterometer and
Model High Surface Wind Speeds

Saleh Abdalla (ECMWF)

11:50 – 12:10

Measuring coastal winds with multiple remote
sensing systems: a comparison of SAR wind
retrievals and lidar wind measurements

Tobias Ahsbahs (Technical
University of Denmark)

12:10 – 12:40

Plenary discussion – cal/val

Mark Bourassa, Zorana Jelenak

Session 1b: Satellite Measurement
Techniques

Chairs: Estel Cardellach, David
Cotton

Ocean wind retrieval using GNSS Reflectometry
data from the UK TechDemoSat-1 mission

Christine Gommenginger
(National Oceanography Centre )

12:40 – 13:00

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch break
14:00 – 14:20

The NASA CYGNSS Tropical Cyclone Mission

Session 4: Air/Sea Interaction
Keynote

Paul Chang / Zorana Jelenak (on
behalf of Maria Paola Clarizia)

Chairs: Alex Babanin, Bertrand
Chapron

Air-Sea Interactions at Extreme Wind Speeds

Alexander Babanin (University
of Melbourne)

14:50 – 15:10

Sensitivity to wind stress formulation in a
coupled wave-atmosphere model

Lucia Pineau-Guillou (Ifremer /
LOPS)

15:10 – 15:30

Sea State Influence on SFMR Wind Speed
Retrievals in Tropical Cyclones

Heather Holbach (COAPS/FSU)

14:20 – 14:50

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break and Poster viewing
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16:00 – 16:20

Effects of tropical cyclones on the sea-air flux of
CO2

Ute Schuster (University of
Exeter)

Keynote
16:20 – 16:50

16:50 – 17:20

X-band radar cross-section and sea spray at gale
force winds: towards cross-polarization GMF for
retrieval of hurricane wind speed and surface
stress

Yulia Troitskaya (Russian
Academy of Sciences)

Plenary discussion – air/sea interaction

Alex Babanin, Bertrand Chapron

Thursday 17 November

Session 5: Applications – NWP & NOP

Chairs: John Eyre, Ad Stoffelen

09:00 – 09:20

An overview of Tropical Cyclone Prediction at the
Met Office

Julian Heming (Met Office)

09:20 – 09:40

Assimilation and Impact of SMOS Wind Speeds
on Global NWP

James Cotton (Met Office)

09:40 – 10:00

On the use of satellite ocean surface winds at
ECMWF

Giovanna De Chiara (ECMWF)

10:00 – 10:20

On the use of SMOS winds in the wave model
MFWAM

Lotfi Aouf (Météo France)

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee break and Poster viewing
11:00 – 11:20

A coupled wind and wave forecasting system for
the North Sea

Merete Badger (DTU Wind
Energy), on behalf of Jianting
Du

11:20 – 11:40

Discussion – NWP/NOP

John Eyre, Ad Stoffelen

Session 6: Future Directions

Chairs: Christine
Gommenginger, Craig Donlon

11:40 – 12:00

Blending multiple-source wind data including
SMOS, SMAP and AMSR-2 new products

Fabrice Collard / Joe Tenerelli
(OCEANDATALAB)

12:00 – 12:20

Improved forecasts of extreme weather events by
the Aeolus Doppler Wind Lidar

Ad Stoffelen (KNMI)

12:20 – 12:40

ORORO - Orbital Radio Occultation and
Reflectometry Observers

Martin Unwin (SSTL)

12:40 – 13:00

A mission concept for geostationary passive
microwave interferometric radiometry using
formation flight

Ahmed Kiyoshi Sugihara El
Maghraby (University of
Southampton)

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch break
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14:00 – 14:15

ESA’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Mission:
future evolutions

14:15 – 15:00

Final Discussion and wrap-up

15:00

Close and coffee

Susanne Mecklenburg (ESA)

15:00 – 15:30 Coffee break

Posters

Posters
1

Development and Validation of AMSR2 All-weather Sea
Surface Wind Speed

Naoto Ebuchi (Hokkaido
University), on behalf of Misako
Kachi

2

Synthetic hurricane wind fields based on modelled winds and
infrared imagery: Method, results, and potential applications

John Knaff (NOAA Center for
Satellite Applications and
Research)

3

High Winds from RapidScat

Alexander Wineteer (NASA-JPL)

4

Multi-sensor and multi-product observations of hurricane
force winds in extratropical cyclones

Paul Chang (NOAA/NESDIS)

5

Assessing Southern Ocean winds in Met Office climate models

Dan Copsey (Met Office)

6

Offshore wind mapped from Jaxa's Satellite remote sensing in
Baltic Sea: new possibilities opened by "Global Change
Observation Mission-W1"

Elisa Sorrivi (University of
Bologna)

7

Impact of ASCAT scatterometer winds on the quality of
HIRLAM analysis in case of severe storms

Jekaterina Služenikina (Estonian
Environment Agency)

8

Wave impacts on microwave radiometer and scatterometer
wind retrievals

Paul Chang (NOAA/NESDIS)

9

12

Operational National SAR Winds System Current and Future
Activities

Shahid Khurshid (Environment
and Climate Change Canada)

Abstracts
Introduction Talks
The meeting started with a welcome from Pete Francis (Manager, Satellite Imagery
Applications Group at Met Office) followed by an introduction given by Andy Brown
(Director of Science at UK Met Office). Andy Brown provided an overview of UK
MetOffice and the activities conducted by its 2000 employees. Fundamental science
research activities are conducted by about 55 people and cover all aspects of Numerical
Weather Prediction, Numerical Ocean Prediction, Climate and services. Operation
departments include the National Met Service and the World Aviation Forecast Centre
(WAFC). Andy Brown recalled that with about 30 years of satellite observations and
regional analyses –the relevant question about climate change for insurance and
infrastructures is what will happen in term of extremes in a changing climate context? To
answer such question properly, models must be improved to better capture deep lows and
deep convection – both at weather and climate timescales. Example impacts include
flooding in UK last winter, illustrating that we need to get better statistics on that type of
floods. Models need data for initialization and verification and there is clearly a lack of
data over the oceans in storm conditions. UK Met Office teams are interested in new
strong winds data over the oceans to help their daily work.
Craig Donlon from ESA (Principal Scientist for Oceans and Ice at ESA/ESTEC and
technical officer of the SMOS+STORM project) then gave a short overview of the
SMOS+STORM project and expected outcome of the workshop. In particular, he noted
that ESA is interested to know what are the next steps required to develop measurements
of high wind speeds over the ocean and validate them?
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Sensor Physics and the Complementarity of Ocean Surface Satellite
Measurements
Bertrand Chapron
IFREMER, LOPS, Brest, France
bchapron@ifremer.fr

Abstract

Legend: The Beaufort Wind Force Scale
Satellite measurements in Extreme conditions over the ocean need more focus because
we still don’t know them well enough. Better sampling and understanding of the upper
ocean conditions and their observations in extreme events are key to improve our
knowledge of their impacts on air-sea interactions. The importance of storms nonexhaustively include their impact on the upper ocean mixing, circulation, inertial
excitation and wave generation, cooling effects, air-sea fluxes of heat, gas and water,
biology, etc…
Today we have many microwave sensors to observe these extremes from space,
encompassing a range of observations and probing characteristics such as passive/
monostatic active sensors, bi-static soon (CYGNSS), we can capitalize on L, C Ka, Ku band
frequency channels to reach the surface information, we can exploit data acquired at
multiple incidence and azimuth angles, as well as multi-polarization observations
conducted onboard both radars and radiometers. Insights can also be provided by the
analyses of the Doppler information from SAR.
Despite theoretical frameworks that exist to interpret the data, they only provide
guides and remain uncertain and incomplete to fully model the observations in stormy
sea conditions with double water/air phase, complex and rapidly evolving environments
(foam, streaks, sea spray), with high and heterogeneous sea states. Our interpretation of
15

microwave observations in extreme wind events over the ocean therefore mostly rely on
empirical models.
The bistatic scattering theory frameworks (Irisov, 1997) predict that at first order, the
storm-induced excess emissivity is a metric of the total surface expansion, expressed
through the sea surface slope variance parameter (MSS). To account for higher order and
volumic effects, we have electromagnetic corrections including small-scale
roughness/curvature correction and volume absorption. The active measurements are
shown to be more selective due to the Bragg resonant filter while the passive is more a
broadband approach, integrating contributions from all scales of the surface expansion.
The latter (in terms of slope or height) cannot be infinite: so when sea surface slopes get
large and the superficial tension forces reach a certain limit, the surface breaks,
generating foam and active breakers – static and active foam. With increasing energy
fluxes (due to a variety of sources) we get more foam and it is thicker at the surface. At
increasing wind we have also Kelvin Helmholz Instabilities (KHI) that limits the breaking
and suppresses short wave generation on top of the longer waves (dominant wind sea,
swell). Combining active and passive measurements provide insights into different
processes at the ocean surface. For example, the loss of sensitivity of the scatterometer
signal at high wind ( example of C-band airborne scat) could be related to the drag
coefficient saturation. Sea Sray: We should not forget – the spray enriches the air sea
interface – and we should keep the complete picture in mind when using multiple synergy
sensors
TC and the way extreme wind forcing acts on the upper ocean is still a subject of active
debate. Parameterisation of physical processes are not well known. The upper ocean
currents and extremes are nearly balanced. Examples of Hurricane IGOR published in
2012 were provided, showing observed cold wakes, salinity wake, Chlorophyll wake,
CDOM, density wakes and 20cm sea surface height depression measured by the altimeter
– still detected, 2 months after the TC passage: this is a strong imprint and is an
unexpected result. Vertical velocity field, momentum transport, ocean displacement,
SST/SSS wake all need to be characterized properly. Proper estimation of the gradient of
the wind forcing is important and allows us to look at all of these issues. Examples of 3
storms in the pacific were provided, including the JASON-2 altimeter data and
“Fireworks” swell propagation products from Sentinel 1 Wave mode data to analyze the
wave generation during Hurricane Jimena, Kilo and Ignacio– the waves focused back to
the upper right quadrant of the hurricanes and observations reveal phases when the
hurricanes are relaxing, when winds strongly diminished but in the presence of rather
long and high waves (400m in front, 200 m in the back). These observations can be
compared to simplified theoretical model based on self-similarity of wave development:
it helps the development of a consistent definition of the energy source in the wave
spectral balance (Fetch law). Based on such a framework, the sea surface cannot grow
waves shorter than 1 m at wind speed above 30m/s due to KHI.
Power point, or pdf, presentation available here
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Main Points














Better understanding of air-sea interactions in extreme events is needed,
Many MW sensors can provide information on TCs from space (passive/active),
and soon bistatic (CYGNUS),
we can capitalize on multi-frequency from L, C, Ka, to Ku bands,
we can exploit multi-look angle, multi-polarization and Doppler from SAR,
While theoretical frameworks are available to interpret the passive and active
data, empirical GMF models are most-often used.
Excess emissivity = total surface expansion ∝ sea surface slope variance (MSS)
+ EM corrections related to small scale roughness/curvature and volume
absorption. Passive measurements are sensitive to a broadband of surface scales
Active measurements are more selective in terms of sea surface roughness scales
(Bragg resonant filter).
Expansion of surface cannot be infinite: at high winds the surface breaks to
generate static and active foam. With increasing energy fluxes (due to a variety of
sources), foam coverage increases and get thicker at the surface, increasing the
emissivity. This is also scale-dependent.
Kelvin Helmholz instabilities suppress short scale wave’s generation at high
winds: could this be linked to the loss of sensitivity of the scatterometer at high
wind?  Does this follow the drag coefficient saturation?
Sea surface cannot grow waves shorter than 1 m at wind speed above 30m/s due
to KHI.
Proper estimation of the gradient of the wind forcing in TCs is important for airsea interactions parametrisations
Multi-sensor observations examples provided coherent pictures of several TCs
and associated upper ocean responses

Questions and Answers
P. Chang: There are still short-scale structures detected on the surface at 33m/s
B. Chapron: the sea surface is expanding on one side but on the other side the information
is moved to the longer scales – so the spectrum broadens and we can still have sensitivity
in the Passive Microwave but much less in the Scatterometer signal.
Paul Chang: but streaks occur at ~28m/s
B. Chapron: KHI and the drift current interacts with Langmuir cells is in the upper ocean
that generate streaks: the vorticity field of the wind stress is an important parameter that
we need to understand better in this context. Streaks are dependent on the wind gradient
– so we need multiple wavelength (and multiple spatial resolution).
M. Portabella: whatever beyond the 25 m/s, we see something at higher incidence in
scatterometers and even if weaker than at lower wind speeds, the sensitivity of the NRCS
to wind does happen.
B. Chapron: this is the reason why the Passive Microwave and the scatterometers are
complementary
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ESA’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Mission: current status
Susanne Mecklenburg
Co-authors: M.Drusch, M.Martin-Neira, R.Sabia
European Space Agency (ESA)
susanne.mecklenburg@esa.int
Abstract

Legend: Artistic view of SMOS satellite
The Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission, launched in November 2009, is
the European Space Agency’s (ESA) second Earth Explorer Opportunity mission.
Significant progress has been made over the course of the now 7-year life time of the
SMOS mission in improving the ESA provided Level 1 brightness temperatures and Level
2 soil moisture and sea surface salinity data products.
The first part of the talk provided an update on


The mission status and a performance assessment of the SMOS core data
products, with a focus over ocean,



The main calibration and validation activities in support of the product
verification over ocean,



Product evolution over ocean and recent reprocessing activities.

The second part of the talk provided an overview on the current discussion of the next
generation Sentinels and covered


A brief overview on the current activities led by the EC to define the set of next
generation Sentinels, and



The need for L-Band continuity in the context of the recently published priorities
to pursue for the next generation Sentinels by the EC.

Presentation available here
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Main Points:







The funding beyond SMOS 2017 – end of EOEP will be continued unless
technical issues, at least until 2019
Current SMOS data quality (L1 v6) is better than before but can still be improved.
New version of salinity products, corrected land-sea contamination and selecting
one roughness model, will be made available spring 2017
We have a consultation for the next Generation Copernicus missions led by the
EC, based on theme driven workshops, intending to compile recommendations
from the community.
Six high priority mission concepts are proposed, one of them being passive MW
L-band for soil moisture and salinity.
Hence the community needs to make their recommendations clear now as part of
the EC consultation process if they support L-Band continuity.

Questions & Answers:
T.Meissner: Would wind-retrieval capability help the L-band continuity?
S. Mecklenburg: yes, this supports
T.Meissner: what are the odds of SMOS funding extension after 2017?
S. Mecklenburg: Should be OK – funding is requested.
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The SMOS-STORM project: a New Generation of Extreme Wind Speed
Measurements from Space
Nicolas Reul
IFREMER, LOPS, Brest, France
nreul@ifremer.fr
Co-author(s): B. Chapron, E. Zabolotskikh, C.Donlon, A. Mouche, J. Tenerelli, F.
Collard, J.F. Piolle, A. Fore, S. Yueh, J. Cotton, P. Francis, Y. Quilfen and V. Kudryavtsev

Legend: (a) NASA's Terra satellite visible imaging of Hurricanes Kilo (left), Ignacio
(centre), and Jimena (right) lined up across the Central and Eastern Pacific Ocean on
August 29 at 22:25 UTC (b) Surface wind speed (in knots) retrieved from SMOS (29
August 2015 at 17:18 UTC), AMSR2 (29 August 2015 at 11:17 UTC) and SMAP (30
August 2015 at 2:15 UTC) radiometer data as their swathes intercepted hurricanes Kilo
(left), Ignacio (middle) and Jimena (right), respectively. The three tropical cyclones
were intercepted as they were developing into categories 3-4 on the Saffir-Simpson
scale. Hurricane best tracks are indicated by yellow and black dotted curves in (a) and
(b), respectively.
The European Space Agency Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission provides
multi-angular L-band brightness temperature images of the Earth. Because upwelling
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radiation at 1.4 GHz is significantly less affected by rain and atmospheric effects than at
higher microwave frequencies, the SMOS measurements offer unique opportunities to
complement existing ocean satellite high wind observations in tropical cyclones and
severe weather that are often erroneous in such conditions (saturation, rain
contamination). The physical basis for surface wind speed retrievals in extreme weather
from passive microwave radiometers involves emission from a rough, foam-covered sea
surface (streaks, whitecaps). The objective of the SMOS STORM STSE project is to exploit
the identified capability of SMOS satellite Brightness Temperatures acquired at L-band
to monitor wind speed and whitecap statistical properties beneath Tropical Cyclones and
severe Extra Tropical storms.
In this talk, we presented an overview of SMOS+STORMS Evolution project that started
in April 2014 for a period of 2 years. The aim was to demonstrate the performance, utility
and impact of SMOS L-band measurements at high wind speeds over the ocean during
Tropical and Extra-Tropical storm conditions. We presented in detail new developments
of Geophysical model function for wind speed retrieval from L-band radio-brightness
contrasts, the 5 years long archive of storms as seen in the L-band SMOS high wind speed
products, their validation, the developments of new blended multi-mission oceanic wind
speed products in storms (SMOS-AMSR-2-SMAP), and the use of these products for airsea interaction studies and maritime applications.
Presentation is available here

Main Points:












L-band SMOS/SMAP and also dual C-band AMSR2 radiometers provide new
surface wind data in Tropical Cyclones,
Emissivity is related to foam coverage and thickness, function of Wind
It depends also on atmospheric stability, sea state (effective fetch), currents, etc.
L band is almost transparent to the atmosphere
Main limitation of these sensors is their ~40 km spatial resolution which limit the
ability to monitor TC inner core region
Geophysical model functions were built up using co-located SMOS/SFMR and
SMOS/HWIND data
Early experiments allowed us to derive basic structural parameters of TC
Comparison between SMOS, SMAP and ECMWF: systematically higher winds are
observed in SMOS compared to NWP in TCs
Good coherency between SFMR aircraft data and SMOS: main issue is around the
eyewall as we cannot resolve the structure due to spatial resolution of SMOS
SMOS is more noisy than Scatterometers in low wind speed – but is much less
biased at high winds when compared to scatterometry
SMOS, AMSR-2 and SMAP wind retrievals show good coherency (Example of
Hayian and 3 storms in East Pacific) and compare well to Best track estimates

Question and Answers:
Paul Chang: spatial resolution is an issue as you are using data at 30-40 km but what
does this mean to the max intensity?
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Nicolas Reul: we compared SMOS with higher resolution fields such as SFMR and
HWIND filtered at similar spatial resolution and showed that the retrieved winds are
generally unbiased below 100 kt. For higher winds, the radius of maximum wind is below
the spatial resolution of the instrument, so that the max intensity is strongly smoothed
out. The inner core structure of TCs cannot well be resolved in such conditions.
Thomas Meissner: Do you use a dynamic SSS field in your algorithm?
Nicolas Reul: yes, we use the SSS derived from SMOS during the week preceding each
storm.
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Ocean Vector Winds in Storms from the SMAP L-Band Radiometer
Thomas Meissner
Remote Sensing Systems, Santa Rosa, USA
meissner@remss.com
Co-author(s): Lucrezia Ricciardulli and Frank Wentz

Legend: (Left) SMAP retrieved wind fields (in m/s) as the swath intercepted Hurricane
Winston in Oct 2015. (Right) Times series of the Best Track Maximum sustained winds
(black curves) and as estimated from several sensors including SMAP (red dots).
The Soil Moisture Active Passive Mission SMAP was launched in January 2015 and has
been providing science data since April 2015. Though designed to measure soil moisture,
the SMAP radiometer has an excellent capability to measure ocean winds in storms at a
resolution of 40 km, with a swath width of 1000 km. The L-band radiometer V-pol and
H-pol channels keep very good sensitivity to ocean surface wind speed even at very high
wind speeds and they are only little impacted by rain. The presence of polarimetric
channels, which measure all 4 Stokes parameters on the SMAP radiometer also allows
retrieving wind direction. The SMAP radiometer can measure ocean vector winds above
12 m/s without using observations from the L-band radar, which failed in early July 2015.
We discuss the major features of the SMAP sensor, the geophysical model function that
is used in the ocean vector wind retrieval and the basic steps of the retrieval algorithm.
We then present a detailed comparison of the SMAP wind fields in recent intense storms
with wind measurements from ASCAT, RapidScat, WindSat, JTWC best track data and
with NCEP wind fields, for tropical as well as extra-tropical cyclones.
The most important validation source is NOAA’s airborne Step Frequency Microwave
Radiometer SFMR, whose wind speeds were collocated with SMAP in space and time and
resampled to its resolution. A comparison between SMAP and SFMR winds in hurricanes
of the 2015 and early 2016 season, including PATRICIA, WINSTON and FANTALA, which
were one of the strongest hurricanes ever recorded, shows excellent agreement up to 65
m/s and no degradation in rain. This agreement is unique and gives SMAP a distinct
advantage over many other space-borne sensors such as C-band or Ku-band
scatterometers or radiometers, which either lose sensitivity at very high winds or degrade
in rainy conditions.
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Remote Sensing Systems has started to produce SMAP winds routinely. A BETA version
of wind speeds is available at http://www.remss.com/missions/smap.
Presentation is available here
Main Points:















SMAP mission has a 8 day repeat cycle, 40km resolution (3Db half power),
1000km swath 1.41GHz, 14.6 rpm antenna rotation,
The Geophysical Model function used for wind speed retrieval is based on
windsat winds using H and V pol and is almost linear up to 35m/s
linearity up to higher wind speeds is assumed
The GMF is completely consistent with Aquarius GMF
Uncertainty is estimated to be 1.5 m/s is mostly from Radiometer noise (1.2m/s)
Salinity information contributes 0.6m/s, ancillary SST 0.45m/s
Wind direction in high winds can give up to 1.5m/s uncertainty
The Model function has been validated with independent SFMR data
Very good correlations between SFMR and SMAP from 10 storms: small bias of
0.6m/s and Standard deviation of 3.0m/s
Example of hurricane Patricia and others were shown
Range of valid winds is ~15-70m/s
L-band Tb maintains sensitivity at high winds
SMOS and SMAP could become the reference for high winds

Questions and Answers:
Z. Jelenak: SMAP is sampling over the entire eye including eyewalls which is not the same
as the scatterometer in Patricia. You need to be careful when comparing instruments with
two different spatial resolution, with SMAP probing a much larger area than the SCAT.
B. Chapron: we agree that we have to be careful to get the same time and space scales
when comparing several datasets from different sensors.
S. Mecklenburg: What are the requirements in terms of wind data Near Real Time
production?
J. Knaff and J. Cotton: For NWP within 3 hours. For nowcasting within 6 hours.
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SMAP Observations of Extreme Ocean Winds
Alexander Fore
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
alex.fore@gmail.com
Co-author(s): Simon Yueh, Bryan Stiles, Wenqing Tang, Akiko Hayashi, Youghui Weng,
Fuqing Zhang

Legend: (Left) SMAP retrieved wind fields (in m/s) as the swath intercepted Typhon
Soudelor that developed in the northwest Pacific in 2015. (Right) Times series of
collocated SFMR winds (black curves) and as estimated from SMAP (red curve) fro the
case of east-pacific hurricane Ignacio in 2015.
The Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission was launched January 31st, 2015. It is
designed to measure the soil moisture over land using a combined active / passive L-band
system. Due to the Aquarius mission, L-band model functions for ocean winds and
salinity are already mature and may be directly applied to the SMAP mission. We found
that the geophysical model functions from Aquarius agree very well with those derived
from SMAP up to about 20 m/s. SMAPs higher resolution and scanning geometry allows
for wide-swath ocean winds and salinities to be retrieved. For extreme winds we have
found that direction retrieval is possible as well as wind speed. We find that the SMAP
radiometer is sensitive to the most extreme wind speeds, possibly as high as 70 m/s. This
sensitivity is far beyond what is capable with typical C and Ku-band ocean wind
scatterometers, however, the somewhat coarse resolution of 40 km is not as good as
typical scatterometers.

Presentation is available here
Main points:
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Effects of wind waves on RADAR and radiometer. Get directional information at
15m/s and higher using Aquarius beam similar to SMAP



How do we compute winds and SSS for SMAP? Same as Quickscat and Rapidscat.
25km L2A grid (oversampled) then we use a minimization function MLE approach.
Normalized by NEDT.



We use HYCOM SSS in the retrieval



TC NOUL: SMAP SAR HV can resolve the eye – can’t in HH. The Radiometer does
not see anything.



Directional skill comes at ~15m/s using fore and aft beams to derive some
directionality.



Vectors bad close to coast



SMAP maximum wind is compared to Best track



Retrieving well up to ~90m/s



L band shows no saturation for high wind speeds



SFMR averaging: 1D and 2D averaging are not the same – we have to agree on an
approach together for this aspect– due to asymmetric characteristics of the storm



Good Results comparing to SFMR

Questions and Answers:
Paul Chang: the SMAP and SMOS data are really not L2 products but more L3 or L4
type product
Alexander Fore: No, they are ’swath’ products so inherently of the level 2 type.
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High Winds from RapidScat
Bryan Stiles
NASA-JPL
wineteer@jpl.nasa.gov
co-authors: Alex Wineteer (presenting), and Alex Fore

Uncorrected

ANN Global Model
Corrected

ANN High Winds
Model Corrected

Legend: wind speed retrieved from RapidScat over Typhon Soudelor (left) without
correction, (middle) with Gobal model correction and (right) with high wind correction
Billed as a cost effective follow on to QuikSCAT, RapidScat is an International Space
Station (ISS) mounted scatterometer launched in September of 2014. During its 2-year
lifetime, RapidScat (RS) observed over 700 total (non-unique) named tropical
storms/cyclones and about 95% of all category 4/5 storms. Postage stamp versions of
RapidScat views of tropical cyclones will soon be available on the JPL Worldwide Ocean
Winds web portal. RapidScat’s unique ISS orbit allows it to more frequently observe
extra-tropical cyclones because it is not as highly inclined as typical scatterometers. With
the potential for 90-minute repeat passes, RS data can be a useful tool in studying
extratropical cyclone evolution.
This presentation aimed to highlight a few of the observations made by RapidScat and the
qualitative utility of RapidScat data for studying tropical and extratropical cyclones.
Presentation available here
Main points:
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Use Neural Networks (NN) to estimate surface winds from RapidScat data using
an MLE retrieval
NN will raise or lower the winds based on the information used to teach the NN
Quickscat validation with SFMR biased a bit high – not so with dropsondes
Used same technique for OCEANSAT-2 data.






Corrections needed for rain at high and low winds
The Low winds product is not trained with HWIND data
Rapidscat seems to loose sensitivity at higher winds (>30m/s) - but still using
the QScat ANN model
The high winds ANN allows RapidScat to retrieve well winds in various storms.

Questions and Answers:
Z. Jelenak: did you compare with the David Long products from Scat? And to
radiometers?
A. Wineteer : No but I agree that we need more satellite to satellite comparisons
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Wind Fields Retrieving for Typhoon Using Neural Network for Combined
Observations of Radiometer and Scatterometer onboard HY-2A
Xingou Xu
Co-authors: Xiaolong Dong1, Di Zhu1, Shuyan Lang2
1 The

CAS Key Laboratory of Microwave Remote Sensing, National Space Science
Center, CAS, P.O. Box 8710, Beijing, China
2

National Satellite Ocean Application Service, Beijing, 100181, China
xuxingou@mirslab.cn

Legend: (Left) Wind field over a Typhon derived from HY-2A microwave radiometer
(RM) and scatterometer (HSCAT). (Right) Wind field for the same Typhon as estimated
from Numeric products of GRAPS
Microwave scatterometer and radiometer are capable of monitoring sea surface wind
(SSW). The combine observations of microwave scatterometer and radiometer can be
used to improve wind field retrieving accuracy, especially for high wind speed cases.
HY-2A satellite was launched in August 16, 2012, with a microwave radiometer (RM) and
microwave scatterometer (HSCAT) onboard, it can observe the sea surface with the two
sensors at the same time. In the future, the Hy2 series will be complemented with HY2B
in 2017 and HY2C in 2018. In this talk, SSW retrieval experiments for combined
observations of those two sensors under typhoon condition were carried out.
First, RM and HSCAT data sets of typhoons in 2014 was collected with simultaneous
observation data from China Meteorological Administration (CMA) and National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Then relations between sigma0s from HSCAT
and BTs (brightness temperatures) of all channels from RM were analyzed using neural
networks. After that, the observations of better consistency with wind fields were picked
for Backward Propagation (BP) network training, to build up an artificial neural network
(ANN) which relates sigma0s and BTs of all channels to SSW fields for typhoon condition
for HY-2A. The ANN is trained using Numeric products of GRAPS (global/regional
assimilation and prediction system) of China Meteorological Administrations. GRAPS
analyses and the Scatterometer and RAD have a 12 node ANN each within the Net system.
Data are within 30s of each other for the SCAT and RAD. The training data are matched
to 25km and 30 mn and included 165 data groups of Typhoons with 120 groups which
had winds >30m/s and <70m/s. Finally obtained ANN was tested and verified by
retrieving wind fields for CHAN-HOM during July 2015.
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Presentation is available here

Main points:
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Hy2 series will have HY2B in 2017 and HY2C in 2018
Use NN to combine the HY2A RAD Radiometer and HSCAT Scatterometer data
to provide the wind speeds
Wind direction products are already derived but not discussed here
HSCAT and RAD data are distributed by National Ocean Satellite Application
Center (NSOAS)
The ASCAT products seem to underestimate the winds compared to GRAPS
NN is trained by GRAPS analyses and the Scat and RAD have a 12 node ANN
each within the Net system
Data are within 30s of each other for SCAT and RAD. The training data are
matched to 25km and time <30mins
The training include data from the 2015 season with 165 data groups of
Typhoons, 120 groups had winds >30m/s and <70m/s
Typhoon Nangka example was shown to illustrate ANN compared to GRAPS
(Model)
HSCAT winds are found too low using the current GMF

Sentinel-1 Hurricane Observation Campaign
Alexis Mouche
IFREMER
Alexis.Mouche@ifremer.fr
Co-author(s): Romain Husson, Biao Zhang & Faozi Saïd

Legend: Lionrock Typhoon the 27th of August in the south east of Japan. At this date,
best track indicate a wind speed of 105 knots. Right Panel: SAR Wind from VV channel.
Middle panel: SAR wind from VH channel. Left panel: SAR wind from combined VV and
VH panel.
ESA together with IFREMER and CLS organized a 2 months campaign named Satellite
Hurricane Observation Campaign (SHOC) during the 2016 hurricane season in order to
gather extreme wind observations from new European spaceborne sensors and additional
reference data. As opposed to altimeter, scatterometer or radiometer missions, Synthetic
Aperture Radar missions have a limited duty cycle and can operate in several acquisitions
modes, yielding to possible conflicts between users. The primary objective of SHOC is
thus to maximize Sentinel-1 acquisitions over hurricanes to feed research and
development activities without critically impacting other existing services.
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The main outcome of this expected campaign is targeting Research & Development. The
availability and co-location of numerous in-situ observations, spaceborne and airborne
measurements are key points for:
1. Improving of geophysical parameters retrieval schemes during extreme events –
in particular for wind, waves and ocean surface velocities derived from SAR,
2. Investigating the possibility to derive new geophysical parameters,
3. Understanding of complex and rare phenomena like hurricanes.
4. The joint study of hurricane extreme high winds and hurricane wind-generated
waves.
On a longer time frame and for more practical applications, this campaign is expected to
open new perspectives:
1. Demonstration service for Copernicus: by raising the need for a dedicated multimission hurricane observation strategy, SHOC wants to demonstrate the
possibility to provide thorough monitoring of these extreme events on a regular
basis, which could set the ground for future operational services,
2. Preparation of next European Earth Observation missions: Indeed, the next
generation scatterometer MetOp-SG SCA will use cross-polarization for the
measurement of intense winds.
Following the experience of the previous Hurricane Watch program in Canada, we relied
on cyclone trajectories forecasts from the US National Hurricane Center provided by
NOAA. They were routinely sent to ESA Sentinel-1 mission planners in order to plan
optimal acquisitions with a very short delay and with respect to other Copernicus services.
Now, at the beginning of September, more than 150 images have been acquired with
several successful acquisitions over hurricane.
We will present the campaign and the preliminary results. In particular, we investigate
the possible use of the cross-polarization with Sentinel-1 to measure high wind speeds.
These measurements will be compared to other remote sensing sensors such as
radiometers but also SFMR data, dropsondes and in-situ measurements when available.
Based on this SAR dataset, we show the difference of sensitivity between VH and VV
channels to the response of the ocean surface in cases of Tropical Cyclones. In particular
we observed that at the most intense stage of development of Lester hurricane (when the
best track indicates wind speeds larger than 100 knots), the sensitivity of the VH-NRCS
computed at 3-km resolution is more than 3 times larger than in VV. In addition, taking
opportunity of SAR high resolution, we also show that the decrease in resolution does not
change dramatically the difference of sensitivity between VV and VH polarizations. This
clearly opens perspectives for the next generation scatterometer MetOp-SG SCA. We
combine VV and VH channels to get a background wind vector (speed and direction) field
from VV but also higher wind speeds from VH near the TC eyes, where VV is
underestimating ocean surface wind speeds. SAR winds have been validated at 40-km
resolution against SMAP data with co-locations less than 30 minutes. Finally the highresolution capability of SAR wind field is used to measure the 34-, 50- and 64-knots wind
radii. In particular, we show how SAR is able to provide 64- knots wind radii when T.C.
are very intense with small values for eye radius, maximum wind speed radius and 64knots wind radius. These wind radii results are compared to best tracks values and found
to be very consistent.
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Presentation is available here

Main Points














Sentinel-1 A & B C-band SAR operate co- and cross-pol channels
The next C-band scatterometer on board METOP-SG will also use cross-Pol
SAR can be collocated with other active and passive measurements in TCs
SAR provide high resolution imaging of TCs, estimates of wind and waves, and
also TC generated swell back-tracking using re-focusing techniques
Several acquisitions from S1: we can give the track forecast.
Both VV an VH detect the response of the ocean to the TC
However VH sensitivity to wind is ~3 times larger than VV
But VH is affected by noise (could be improved at ESA)
Gradient method is used to filter out inhomogeneity’s in VH
Co-locations between S1/SMAP or S1/SFMR show that VV have saturation at
~60kts. Not seen in VH
Combination of both channels decreases the weight of the VH channel: much
better product.
Wind Radii: the SAR product works very well for wind Radii. 96% of cases we
have a great product
There are two S1 SAR but no dedicated services for TC an ETC.

Questions and Answers:
Q: What is the time Delay between SMAP and S1?
A.Mouche: the delay between S1-A and SMAP is about 10 minutes
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Hurricane Matthew extreme winds and precipitation from space
Lucrezia Ricciardulli
Remote Sensing Systems
ricciardulli@remss.com
Co-author(s): Thomas Meissner

Legend: (Left) SMAP retrieved wind fields (in m/s) as the swath intercepted
Hurricane Matthew in Sep 2016. (Right) Times series of the Best Track Maximum
sustained winds (black curves) and as estimated from several sensors including SMAP
(red dots).
In October 2016, Haiti and the US coast from Florida to North Carolina were hit by
the very intense Hurricane Matthew, Category 3-4. Due to the long-life of the storm,
travelling along the US coast, and the significant storm surge caused by the extreme winds
and precipitation, its impact was experienced for several days.
Here we present ocean surface winds, precipitation rate, and sea surface temperature
during hurricane Matthew as observed from space by microwave (MW) sensors on polar
orbiting satellites. Among these sensors are the SMAP and WindSat radiometers, and the
ASCAT scatterometer, all processed at Remote Sensing Systems. Microwaves penetrates
the clouds and allow measuring features at the ocean surface, like the surface wind speeds
and the SST. Measuring hurricane-level winds is challenging as the signal observed
from satellite can be strongly affected by rain, and because most sensors lose sensitivity
for those extreme winds. A recent breakthrough was achieved using a very lowfrequency microwave sensor that retains very good sensitivity at extreme winds even in
rain, the NASA SMAP. The SMAP winds are still considered a research dataset, and they
are not yet assimilated into Numerical Weather Models, as further validation is needed.
Here we present the SMAP winds for the whole duration of the storm (September 28October 10, 2016) and compare them to other satellite winds, and to the National
Hurricane Center reported maximum sustained winds, and sea pressure level anomaly
temporal evolution. We also focus on anomalous warm SSTs and extreme precipitation
as seen by the MW sensors.
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Presentation is available here

Main points:














Multiple-satellite data set are used to analyse Hurricane Matthew case
Comparisons of wind estimates are made with Best-Track, SFMR and NCEP GFS
Preconditioning of Matthew: SST was very warm 2K anomaly with high water
vapour (Anomaly of 20-30%)
Matthew travelled along the coast and didn’t weaken very easily
SST anomaly – not much of a cold wake from the storm – a bit unusual compared
to other storms
The Patricia storm in the Pacific didn’t generated a cold wake as the El Nino
induced deep warm mixed layer
Storm-watch archive exists at RSS to look at all of these issues
Comparison of the different wind speeds from different data sets - we are
interested in the verification element – not the absolute controversial numbers
SMAP follows the evolution of the storm in terms of intensity – not perfect and
we are dealing with a new product
ASCAT is low: we plot the whole storm so the low values are a missing signal
ASCAT never gives winds above category 1 intensity!!!!
Validation using SFMR and Dropsondes
We don’t include the storm eye to avoid controversy

Questions and Answers:
M. Portabella: the rain is patchy and unless the ASCAT cells are all raining at the same
time there is not so much. We need to distinguish the geophysical variability under the
cells
L. Ricciardulli : to do it we should be exploring the SMAP radiometer data when the
SMAP RADAR was there.
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Summary of the Plenary Discussion on Satellite Measurements
Chair: M. Portabella, L. Ricciardulli, N. Reul and T. Meissner
Concerning a “reference” wind product in storms:


SFMR was agreed to be the reference data in a dedicated Miami meeting last year,



Z. Jelenak noted that NOAA have recalibrated and reprocessed SFMR data from
2006 onward. The reprocessing accounts for variations in the SFMR antenna
temperature due to flight level changes – which were not accounted for. The ETC
are where we had the largest biases. To access the database, contact
Joe.Sapp@noaa.gov



SFMR cannot be used for validation of satellite winds if the time delays between
both acquisitions is too large– we found that the wind can changes by 7 m/s in 20
mn on repeat runs across ETCs. We should match in storm coordinates because
the storm is moving in time. Always use closest in time as possible



The use of BESTRACK has to be treated with caution – if you match low-resolution
satellite data to NHC track then you are likely to overestimate. Best Track is a
subjective estimate that is tuned to an application (save lives and property). But
all data are not well sampled.



We shall average SFMR at the spatial resolution of each instrument

Concerning sea-state effects in SFMR and inter-comparison with other instruments


Dr Fab: Sea state impact is significant at L and C band (more at L). With the
current SMOS and SMAP GMF, we use an average sea state for a given wind speed
As sea state is different from one hurricane or one storm quadrant to the next
(wave resonance and storm movement), if we don’t account for this then we will
have inhomegenities in the wind retrieval between storms.



B. Chapron: we agree that we need a reference. The proposed GMF are not the
best but show first order dependency– It could be a function also of the storm
translation speed, Coriolis effect, waves etc. – we need to develop this further.



Shall we use wave data from NWP/NOP to better characterize the GMF ? Wave
models (Meteo France, ECMWF) have many tuning parameters and the wave-wave
interactions are not used. Altimeter data can provide significant wave height, SAR
can provide wavelength



M. Bourassa: Calibration standard: very near the centre of the storm, the sea
state is an issue. Away from the eye this is less of an issue. So if that’s true we
should have more homogeneity for inter-calibration far away from the centre.
Suggest: use the right quadrant off centre areas for inter-comparisons
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Concerning inter-comparison in between satellite winds


There is a lot to learn by analysing differences and similarities between the Passive
and active MW measurements.



Varying spatial scale between instruments matter. This is particularly important
when comparing the “maximum wind” parameter. Comparing integrated kinetic
energy is perhaps more relevant.



H. Bonekamp : we are talking about measurements – we can extend observations
into higher winds using L band. We don’t see a metric to use in terms of
applications. What is the ideal measurement and the underlying applications.
What do we need for requirements?



C. Donlon: what about inter-comparing spatial structures of wind in TCs and
associated wind radii?: What I see is that there is a lot of symmetry in the
SMOS/SMAP data– so we could look at storm structure



J. Knaff: I suggest to use radii at 34Kts (18m/s), 50Kts (25.7) and 64Kts (33m/s)
as this is relevant to the forecasters

Suggest: to perform inter-comparison of R34, R50 and R64 kt wind radii
derived from all available several satellite wind products
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HWIND fields in support of high wind remote sensing in tropical cyclones
Mark D. Powell
Risk Management Solutions Tallahassee, Florida, USA
Mark.Powell@rms.com

Legend: examples of HWIND analyses for Hurricanes Hermine (left) and Matthew
(right) in 2016.
Since the 1990s, analyses of tropical cyclone surface wind fields have served the remote
sensing community as a resource for conducting sensor development and
calibration/validation investigations. HWIND is the real-time hurricane wind analysis
system. HWIND incorporates measurements from over 40 observation platforms that are
standardized to a common framework for height, averaging time, and upstream fetch.
Analysts conduct real-time wind field analyses during an operational shift cycle using a
graphical interactive quality control interface and a nested objective analysis system.
HWINDs strength lies in the fusion of multiple measuring technologies (in particular
those deployed on the NOAA and US Air Force reconnaissance aircraft) to develop a
consistent and coherent view of the tropical cyclone wind field at a 3-6 hour frequency,
thereby capturing much of the lifecycle of an individual storm. Close collaboration with
tropical cyclone researchers and evaluation and use of cutting-edge high-wind remote
sensing technologies has helped HWIND to achieve hundreds of citations in peerreviewed scientific publications. HWIND was an outgrowth of hurricane wind field and
boundary layer studies conducted by the author while working at NOAAs National
Hurricane Research Laboratory (now the Hurricane Research Division of the Atlantic
Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories). HWIND products were popular for
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many applications, including remote sensing, forecasting, risk modelling, emergency
management, and scientific research, but in 2013, it was clear that support would not be
available to maintain the HWIND project within NOAA. With the help of NOAAs
Technology Partnership Office, HWIND was transferred to the private sector through the
formation of a start-up company, HWIND Scientific (HWS). HWIND.co hosts the legacy
NOAA H*Wind data, which continue to be publicly available for years prior to 2014. In
October of 2015, HWS was acquired by Risk Management Solutions (RMS), a global
catastrophe modelling company. RMS sees value in continuing providing HWIND
product access to the academic scientific research community. Published research is a
benefit to a variety of fields and helps maintain HWIND’s scientific credibility. RMS has
developed an academic research licensing capability and seeks to partner with remote
sensing agencies to help evaluate new platforms and expand the data coverage of the
HWIND products. The presentation will provide details on the HWIND products and
research collaboration opportunities.
Presentation available here
Main Points:
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New financial instruments were developed to help in the reinsurance and
insurance industry
Risk modelling is needed to price these instruments and sometimes the trigger to
payout.
These deals are being traded and is a new disruptive approach: gambling on
storms !
There are many different data sources in HWIND
The analyses relies on a storm relative framework and applies noise reduction
Each input measurement has a range and a bearing relative to storm centre and
this allows to provide analyses within a 4 hour time window (- >40% of storm
move a distance greater than the Radius of Max Wind (RMW) during that time)
Real time 6 hour window: the valid time of the NWP analysis is at the end time of
the window. We reprocess all analyses so that there is a time centred window
Distances between NRT and reanalysis can be +/-20km, the mean is 8km
Comparisons to NHC BESTRTRACK (example for Mathew was given) are
constrained to match max wind speed: usually within a km or so of the max wind
This is not an automated analysis – 24/7 example of Nicole was given,
recognizing different SFMR flights with dropouts and bias.
Lots of new products are available at RMS company: beyond the NWP ones.
The legacy archive from NOAA is available at
www.rms.com/perils/hwind/legacy-archive
Reprocessing archives: academic users can request access to the enhanced data
archive from support@rms.com
M.Powell really encourages the use of RMS data and look forward to using NRT
data for HWIND issues.
19 storms from the enhanced HWIND archive are available

Questions/Answers?
Craig Donlon: are you interested in SMOS NRT products ?
Mark Powell: yes
Craig Donlon: we can offer some examples and then talk about justification for NRT
service.
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A consensus approach to operationally estimate and forecast tropical
cyclone wind radii
John A. Knaff
NOAA Center for Satellite Applications and Research, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA
john.knaff@noaa.gov
Co-author(s): Charles R. Sampson, Brian Strahl

Legend: example of operational estimates and forecast of tropical cyclone wind radii
at 34 kt (cyan), 50 kt (red) and 64 kt (orange)
The maximum extent of 34-, 50-, and 64-knot winds from a tropical cyclone (TC) are
routinely estimated and forecast by the National Hurricane Center and the Joint Typhoon
Warning Center (JTWC) in geographic quadrants around the storm. These
estimates/observations are collectively referred to as wind radii. Wind radii are important
as they provide key information about the structure of the wind field to a variety of
application including hurricane forecast models. In the in situ observation sparse oceanic
regions where TCs typically evolve wind radii estimates are difficult to create without
satellite-based techniques and observations. While numerical model initialization
methods and resolution has dramatically improved and several satellite-based wind radii
techniques have been developed, the use of such information in operations has been slow
to occur. This is primarily because 1) the temporal availability (non-synoptic times,
latency etc.) of satellite information and 2) that the analysis and forecast of wind radii is
a difficult and time consuming task and is often secondary to the estimates of location
and intensity. Recent studies have shown that numerical weather prediction can skillfully
forecast 34-kt winds, but again forecasters rarely have time to carefully assess all the NWP
output and then construct forecasts of wind radii. To both help TC forecasters at JTWC
(and other TC warning centers) and to better make use of both model-based and satellitebased wind radii estimates and forecasts, a consensus method has been developed and
implemented into JTWC operations. The consensus is an automated estimate that fills in
the forecaster's initial dialog saving the time and effort of mentally assembling the same
information. It also improves JTWC's initial wind radii estimates; producing a stably
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varying changes in TC structure that are more ideal for use in model initialization. In
addition, the wind radii forecast dialog is populated with a consensus forecast from
numerical weather prediction models. This talk will discuss the techniques used to arrive
at consensus estimates of initial wind radii, the model suite and techniques used to create
the forecast of wind radii, and show examples of the performance of these methods for
several recent TC cases. DISCLAIMER: The views, opinions, and findings contained in
this report are those of the authors and should not be construed as an official National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration or U.S. Government position, policy, or
decision.
Presentation available here
Main points:









A consensus method has been developed to estimate initial wind radii for the
operational forecaster
This method makes use of satellite-based and model-forecast-based 34-knot
wind radii. 50- and 64- knot winds are estimated via statistical relationships with
34-knot wind radii
The method 1) has been automated, 2) compares well with NHC best tracks and
ASCAT observations, 3) provides a wind radii estimate tool for JTWC forecasters,
and 4) saves forecasters time
The method results in a consistent and stable estimate that is more ideally suited
for model initialization
This capability should result in dramatic improvements of JTWC’s wind radii
estimates
More quality techniques/fix types will only improve wind radii estimates using
this technique (ideas from this workshop?)

Questions and Answers:
Craig Donlon: are you interested in SMOS NRT?
John Knaff : Open to collaboration with SMOS storm and would like to get the data into
the right format in NRT and the imagery
Nicolas Reul : Why don’t you use the 50kt and 64 kt radii from satellite data ?
John Knaff : Forecasters trust the scat in TCs up to 50 kt but not 64kt
Nicolas Reul : How do you validate the radii?
John Knaff : We validate using the Best-track data
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Hurricane Patricia winds from Hwind
J.-P. Michael
Risk Management Solutions Tallahassee, Florida, USA
Mark.Powell@rms.com

Legend: Hurricane Patricia Storm track (left); ensemble of observations available for
Hwind (middle) and HWIND analysis (right)

Presentation available here
Main Points:











HWind analysis for the case of Hurricane Patricia winds is described
This was a difficult storm – small but very intense storm
HWIND analysis start with a time envelope around the time we want for analysis:
We centre on the analysis time: 13:00 is the analysis time we have +/-x hours
Storm relative frame of reference is used to keep all observations in sync
We need an accurate storm track to make this work
Each point on the track has been validated – 6 hourly shown
These initial points are used to interpolate to 1-mn interval and the 1min is what
we use in storm relative coordinates mode,
May different data sets used and shifted from earth to storm centric coordinates
People are using HWIND to validate what they are doing: This means a lot for us
to give back information such as error estimates
Compute the variance plots of the storm

Questions and Answers:
John Eyre: How does this method work ?
JP Michael: we use a 2D spline function on the data set – we start at the inner core first
and then as you move out you reduce the data so you don’t capture all the noise.
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Q: for your Storm relative coordinates do you include translation and rotation?
JP Michael: Mostly translational
Z. Jelenak : Are you providing variance with the data products?
JP Michael: This is still R&D but we can send it to you for test
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Accurate estimation of the ocean surface winds in hurricanes: a critical
component for developing predictors for hurricane Rapid Intensification
potential
Svetla Hristova-Veleva
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
svetla.hristova@jpl.nasa.gov
Co-author(s): Ziad Haddad, Bryan Stiles

Legend: Top: Times series of the Best Track maximum sustained wind (red) and
pressure (blue) during hurricane Joaquim. Radial sections through hurricane Joaquim
in terms of Rain (middle plot) and surface wind (bottom plots). Radii of Maximum wind
and rain are indicated.
Research over the past decade has indicated that the hurricane inner core processes might
play a crucial role in determining the storm's intensity and size. Yet, understanding of
these processes is still lacking, bringing to the forefront the need to investigate the
important role of the inner-core convective organization. Recent studies have linked
Rapid Intensification (RI) to intermittent occurrence of deep, strong convective bursts
occupying as little as ~10% of the area of the hurricane eye wall. An alternative hypothesis
is that RI follows abundant and well organized but weaker convection in the inner-core
region. A nearly continuous, azimuthally symmetric eye wall of shallow warm
precipitation then indicates the imminent onset of RI. A very important aspect of the RI
process is regarding the location of the convective activity with respect to the vortex
structure as depicted by the Radius of Maximum Wind (RMW). Rogers et al., 2013 found
that for intensifying hurricanes the peak in the distribution of deep convective clouds
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(CBs) was preferentially located inside the RMW, whereas for steady-state hurricanes the
CBs were primarily located outside the RMW. Motivated by this, we examine the
relationship between the structure of the 2D precipitation (determined from a number of
passive microwave observations - GMI, AMSR2, and SSMIS) and the near-surface wind
fields (determined from scatterometer observations by ASCAT and RapidScat. We use
Wave Number Analysis (WNA) to evaluate the degree of storm symmetry and to evaluate
the radial distribution of precipitation/wind, as the wave number decomposition is
performed in several 20km- annuli, at distances that are progressively further away from
the storm centre. We perform WNA of wind and rain observations. We relate the
evolution of these two fields, as determined from near-simultaneous satellite
observations, to the hurricane intensity changes and we find potential predictive
capabilities. This result is very encouraging since one of the major goals of the US multiagency Hurricane Forecast Improvement Project (HFIP) is to improve our current ability
to forecast hurricanes rapid intensity changes. This brings to the forefront the need of
accurate observations of the near-surface ocean winds in hurricane conditions. Of
particular importance is the ability to accurately determine the radius of maximum wind.
This, in turn, translates into a requirement for accurate determination of high winds, and
under the heavy precipitation in the hurricane inner core. The work described here was
performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under
contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Presentation available here
Main Points :
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Study of the hurricane Joaquim is done as it had rapid intensification: drop in
central pressure of 57mb in 39 hour.
Inner core processes play a critical role in the storm intensity and size
Look at structure of 2D precipitation fields from GMI, AMR2 SSMI and near
surface wind field from RapidScat, ASCAT to look at relative radial location of
maximum convection (RMR) and maximum winds (RMW)
Use of mwsci.jpl.nasa.gov/nahw analysis tools
Looking at RMR inside the RMW – initial analyses show intensification of largely
asymmetric storm
Very intense rain –now the storm becomes more symmetric and pressure drops
Sometime later the RMW and RMR are the same and there is a secondary
rainband developing outside the RMW
When convection starts to develop outside the RMW, we expect the storm to
weaken  consistent with observations
We want to determine the radius of Max wind – under heavy precipitation SMAP
and SMOS can help in this
So looked at Hurricane Matthew – can’t see the storm centre with SMAP: to first
order the winds from SMAP and SCAT are similar.
There is a lot of potential to go further with the SMAP and SMOS to do this.
Using Fourier decomposition to look for differences in the structures
Two web sites at JPL: wow.jpl.nasa.gov & Mwsci.jpl.nasa.gov/nahw

Questions and Answers:
Q: What about the 3 hour differences in time for the co-locations?
A: the storm analysis is done in storm centric coordinates. If the RMW changes during
the time delay, then, it’s a problem

Q: What happens if the eye is not vertically stacked?
A: We look at the stack of channels 37 and 89GHz to check that centres determined for
rain are ok.
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Synthetic Aperture Radar for wind energy applications: potential and
challenges at high wind speeds
Merete Badger
Technical University of Denmark, Department of Wind Energy (DTU Wind Energy)
mebc@dtu.dk
Co-author(s): Xiaoli Guo Larsén, Charlotte Hasager, Tobias Ahsbahs, Andrea Hahmann,
Alfredo Pena, Jake Badger

DTU Wind Energy operates a system for near-real-time retrieval of ocean wind speeds
from satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). Satellite observations from ESAs Sentinel1 mission are downloaded on an hourly basis and processed to maps of the equivalent
neutral wind speed at 10 m above the sea surface for the coastal seas of Europe. The wind
processing builds upon an archive of data from ESAs Envisat ASAR sensor. Altogether,
DTU Wind Energy is in possession of approximately 60,000 SAR wind maps dating back
to year 2002. Our archive is growing fast with 60-80 new acquisitions per day over the
European seas. Outputs of the wind retrieval system are used for different applications in
offshore wind energy: resource assessment, wind farm wake characterization, and
validation of mesoscale models. The high level of spatial detail, which a SAR can provide,
is valuable for studies of the horizontal wind variability offshore. This goes especially for
the coastal zone where wind patterns can be very complex and coarser resolution satellite
wind products, e.g. scatterometers and radiometers, offer limited coverage. In this
presentation, we will give examples of the application of SAR winds in high-wind
conditions. Gravity waves triggered by mountains and the open cloud cells are two often
observed, organized, mesoscale features over the North Sea in the presence of high winds.
These features are also related to relatively high wind fluctuations, which sometimes
could be a challenge for offshore wind applications, e.g. power integration and offshore
operation. The seas around Iceland are characterized by strong fluctuations of the
horizontal wind speed due to the topography on the island. SAR wind fields have been
helpful for understanding the spatial wind characteristics of all these features in
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conjunction with the use of numerical modelling and site observations. It is expected that
a large collection of such data can further assist the investigation of the very important
topic of offshore wind variability. Limitations of SAR wind retrievals - primarily the low
temporal resolution of observations and the lack of information at vertical levels above 10
m will also be addressed. Different approaches for synergetic use of satellite winds and
mesoscale modelling will be presented in order to overcome some of these limitations and
utilize the strengths of both data types for offshore wind energy applications.
Presentation available here
Main Points :













Using SAROPS – from NOAA John Hopkins, we are retrieving winds in Europe
and have collected SAR data since the beginning of ENVISAT mission in the
context of Offshore wind energy applications,
We need to model the fluctuations in wind and thus power
WRF model simulation reproduces the wavy features seen in SAR– comparing
the magnitude, position and spectral properties of these features
Open cell convection at moderate to high wind speeds
Now developing the New European Wind atlas (Sentinel and ENVISAT data)
Some differences and we need to understand what is going on – especially at high
winds. We need more data at high winds for SAR.
Keep the models and the SAR data Wind Class sampling: use the SAR data for
each class of winds  more representative analysis and address the sampling
issues
Wind profiles and extrapolation: atmospheric stability corrections are needed –
use the WRF model – this will not work for instantaneous models – can only be
done in a climatological manner. Can apply a long term correction and get good
agreements
Need for information is global for energy  SAR is now global with S1
SAR valuable for model validation, wind resource mapping, wind farm wake
analyses.
Strength of SAR winds is higher spatial resolution.

Questions and Answers:
Ad Stoeffelen: Concerning mesoscale wind features – how do you get the direction?
Merete Badger : We use the GFS model directions – but to get the real direction you
would derive that from the images.
Q: Any MAST data in the area ?
Merete Badger : yes we have lidar data – so we have access to measurements but only a
few points are available so we lack the spatial data.
Q: what is your feeling about neutral 10m winds: is the neutral profile assumption good?
Merete Badger : Not sure – rules of thumb above 8m/s is that it is neutral – from the
mast we get the temperature data to understand the stability profile.
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Plenary discussion – core applications
Chair: Svetla Hristova-Veleva and Marcos Portabella
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It is obvious that the applications based on satellite observations of high winds are
there and we need the right winds for the right application



We need to start comparing the data at radii at 34, 50 and 64kt. We need to start
looking at the whole 2D structures. 2D is important for Data assimilation,
forecasting and ocean dynamics.



Lucrezia Ricciardulli: What is the validation truth to compare the wind structure
to? There is not one approach.



Craig Donlon: A framework to inter-compare data is required – applications need
specific data sets tuned to their own purposes.



Zorana Jelenak : There is a way to compare storm structures: you can compare
products over time and show the differences of adjusting model functions



Applications – operational validation is a part of this process and we need to get
that validation correctly implemented: it will help transition to operations.



Ad
Stoeffelen:
I
favour
the
intercomparison
approach
–
scattterometer+SMAP+SMOS, etc... We have treated scatterometers to interpret
the 25km winds that what we think it measures. But then we need guidance to go
from 25km winds to 40 km winds – statistically you can do this per basic products,
based on instrument properties.



M. Powell: you can also look at EKE, integrated power dissipation – look at other
indices to help understand the tropical winds – quick ways to compare data
sources



J. Eyre: NWP is also a 'core application' - more on this in Session 5



J. Knaff: WMO recomendations -> the main goal is to have the location and the
wind field. Storm size is important and this needs to be looked at – just because
it’s not a high category does not mean it its unimportant.

Session 3: Calibration and Validation of High
Winds
Session 3: Calibration and Validation of High Winds Chairs: Mark Bourassa, Zorana Jelenak
Keynote
Major issues associated with impacts and
remotely sensed observations of high wind
speeds

Mark Bourassa (Florida State University )
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Zorana Jelenak, Paul Chang
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Ian Young (University of Melbourne)
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Model High Surface Wind Speeds

Saleh Abdalla (ECMWF)
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(NOAA/NESDIS)

Major issues associated with impacts and remotely sensed observations of
high wind speeds
Mark A. Bourassa
Florida State University
bourassa@coaps.fsu.edu

Legend: Top left: ship wind speed co-located with scatterometer winds. The ship winds
are 'visual wind estimate from volunteer observing ships Top right: non-logarithmic
vertical profile of wind in the marine boundary-layer at very high surface-winds from
GPS dropindsondes. Bottom plot: SFMR emissivity as function of surface wind speed (xaxis) and rain rate (color).
Strong wind events can have disproportionally large impacts on human activities, with
large economic impacts due to the weather event and due to attempting to minimize the
damage. The water vapour generated by such storms can have large impacts on weather
in distant locations. The ocean mixing from such events last long-lasting impacts on ocean
temperature and primary productivity. High winds create an extremely harsh
environment for in situ observations, hence there are very few observations in natural
conditions, and all are well displaced from the air sea interface. Consequently, there are
only theoretical models, inferences, approximations and extrapolations about the
physical processes that dominate air/sea interaction during extreme winds. These limited
observations suggest that the balance of physical processes that apply outside roughly
30km from the storm centre differ from those nearer the storm centre. The absence of
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surface truth causes physical models and remotely sensed observations to have less
calibration than is desired. Any changes in the balance of physical processes could
adversely impact calibration. Furthermore, rain and rain-related modification of the
ocean surface could complicate calibration. This talk summarizes the needs for a better
calibration and validation of extreme wind observations from remote sensing and several
of the problems associated with such calibration.
Presentation is available here
Main Points:
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Lots of progress have been done on inter-calibration among wind products –
showing excellent agreement in the general conditions,
At higher winds there are nevertheless divergences: we need to better understand
above ~17m/s – at 30m/s: there are very significant divergences among sensors,
Tropical storms behave differently compared to Extra-tropical storms, especially
at U > 20m/s – why? This need to be considered.
Physical insights in the key processes would be excellent benefits
High winds: some areas are prone to high winds associated with lives, property,
surge, moisture movement, damages
Landfall: storm along coast gives a coastal-trapped wave that propagates up the
cost giving permanent storm surges. Example from Andrew where surge gets to
5m over Florida
Insurance is the biggest issue for recovery
Shipping: ships actively avoid extreme winds and this cause large economic costs,
Oil and Gas in Gulf of Mexico – production is limited during storms and storage is
an issue (cases of Rita and Katrina) – when the production is stopped the prices
rise. Spikes in the cost due to Katrina where exemplified– the currents and shear
following the hurricane induce pulses in the pipes – also 1m/s currents on the
bottom in some areas – serious for the operations and getting people off the rigs
High winds from ships: we need data and the research ships help.
Ships go to other places such as southern ocean (infinite fetch) that are different
from hurricanes: useful for research of air-sea stability regime
Calibration issues: we measure indirectly winds based on stress – basic physics
convert to wind speed. Stress – we can go wrong as in the environments at low
and high winds, the stress is different. It is sensitive to currents and waves.
Buoys acquisitions are challenging at high winds
Sampling differences: Biases can emerge when comparing satellite to buoy
It is more consistent to consider the Stress rather than the winds – very different
curves for atmospheric stability for both parameters
QSCAT and buoys are different at and above 17m/s, there is a divergence at 17m/s
and lots of people don't believe buoys at those speeds: they blow over and the sea
state can influence the wind measurements. ASCAT and buoys are similar up to 20
m/s. A method for testing when seastate was a problem was discussed by Mark and
Ad. –
What is the cutoff for wave height above which measurements are unreliable? 3x
wave height? When the waves approach the height of the anemometer it looks to
be the point at which it goes wrong.
Edson: at high and low winds there are big differences in the physics.





















Dependence on currents? The stresses depend on waves and currents – ignore
waves then we get 20% differences globally on the wind stress!
How do we model the currents ? we have a big challenge there
Sea state changes: Chapron talk – limited fetch issues; see also Holbach’s PhD
thesis about COAPS (ask Mark Bourassa if interested) and also Hwang 2016
To get the wind we need to know the waves
Whitecaps also pose a problem: To get a directional signal we need to have a
physical signal – MW images of waves from front and back sides are different – –
different breakers with different scales affect the stresses
We used the aircraft to circle around waves to look at the issue in Holback ‘s PhD
Impact of sampling: differences can cause apparent biases that are spurious – high
winds have few data and low winds as well
Li Keqiai thesis: Visual vs scat winds: at low winds we have a bias: can use the
relationships to simulate the low winds - redline overlays the data if we account for
uncertainty. The bias comes from few data at low winds and is just sampling…
Trends in wind speeds: trends are different depending on data set. Example to
90th Percentile were given. The differences are dominated by sampling rather
than calibration. We need more observations than are available from altimetry to
make this work – esp. to the 99th percentile
Log wind profile: Buoy measurements are moved to standard height of 10m but
buoys are 4 m and ships can be 37m height (icebreaker)…we need the right physics
to do this. In a regular environment we do OK but in hurricanes and extremes we
have spray impact that is complicating the issue and how we might model and
apply a profile. If we use aircraft data the measurements might not relate well to
the surface – spray evaporates very well and it takes energy out of the air and
changes the stratification opposite sign at higher heights compared to lower in the
profile  pushes the profile up and its different…
About M. Powell's plot of non-logarithmic GPS dropsondes wind profiles: M.
Bourassa tried to look at this by merging data for an ensemble of Cat 4 storms (can
you do this? But this is what we have) below 30m/s the profile is not really a log
profile. So if we assume a log profile then we are in trouble. There are several
methods for doing this if the surface is assumed to be stationary, but allowing for
a translating surface results in more unknowns than constraints.
Also rain is well mixed – we assume – Argo shows the SSS increase after storms –
the big issue is that when the rain hits the surface the rain changes the surface
roughness (light rain not so). Rain is important for roughness breakdown and
again – how to translate the profile adjustment properly in these conditions?
Beam filling: The rain rates in large beams are not homogeneous
Example in SFMR: wind induced (rain induces?) emissivity.
Summary: Research using satellite shall better retrieve stress than winds, we have
issues in extreme winds for many measurements because of stability corrections,
sampling remains a challenge, HWIND as a proxy for surface data is not too bad
in many regimes, physics needs work – not clear how to do this – need to do more
work, on sea state issue and regional issues are also relevant!

Questions and Answers
H. Bonekamp: The constant stress layer assumption is a first order closure – At high
winds we have different turbulence (2nd order closure), how do you consider this ?
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M. Bourassa: we generally use fudge factors – it is better without so we are not there yet
C. Gommenginger: Considerning wind products from ships – they are rather difficult to
interpret – do you use flow distortion corrections? Otherwise you might have systematic
biases
M. Bourassa: Flow distortion is more of a problem at small ranges of ship-relative wind
directions than for typical conditions. Flow distortion shows up in the variability of the
wind. In the 98 percentile of minute to minute winds to filter out the really bad data.
Needs to be published.
J. Eyre: Comment on higher resolution winds operationally globally etc – this has cost
implications? OR do we need winds for process studies?
M. Bourassa: We need these winds in general – Several groups are trying to develop
scaterometers with 3-5km footprints. Cost is an issue, as would the usefulness in too much
rain. There are ways to greatly reduce the rain problem (e.g., see work by Bryan Stiles
and by David Long), but issues remain.
Craig. Donlon: We have data from many satellites now – we need to use them in synergy
and make sure we are able to demonstrate the gaps for new instruments
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Validation of Strong Ocean Surface Wind Speeds
Paul S. Chang1, Zorana Jelenak1 , and Joseph M. Sienkiewicz2
1 NOAA/NESDIS/Center for Satellite Applications and Research
2 NOAA/NWS/NCEP/Ocean Prediction Center
paul.s.chang@noaa.gov

Legend: ASCAT wind speed imaging within an Extra-Tropical Storm with the old
Geophyiscal model function (left) and the new GMF (right).
The validation of the strongest ocean surface wind speeds remains an ongoing challenge.
With satellite-based remotely sensed ocean surface vector winds now being routinely used
to support marine weather forecasting, warning, and analysis and the realization that
numerical model based wind analysis used in climate analysis are not properly capturing
the wind extremes, the characterization and understanding of what these remote sensing
systems are actually measuring in the high wind speed regimes is rightfully receiving
increased scrutiny. Properly understanding what actually happening at the air-sea
interface and how this relates, or should relate, to various remote-sensing techniques as
winds increase above 25 m/s is not straightforward. The availability of traditional
anemometer measurements in these wind regimes from ships or buoys are scarce, and
even when available questions of platform stability and spatial and temporal
representativeness make direct comparisons challenging. Satellite-based remote sensing
instruments are able to more systematically make measurements of the ocean surface in
these high wind speed regimes, but without corresponding in-situ measurements
determining what these measurements are actually responding to is problematic. This is
in addition to properly addressing any spatial scale mismatch between the observing
system measurement footprint and the areal extent of the wind field of interest.
Aircraft-based observations provide a good middle ground between surface in-situ
systems and satellite-based observing systems. Aircraft equipped with remote-sensing
instruments (radars and radiometers) and in-situ (GPS dropsondes) can more readily be
targeted to sample these wind speed regimes. While many of the measurement
interpretation challenges still exist with these measurements, the ability to collect a
relatively large number of collocations allows a more robust statistical analysis, which is
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important. This coupled with results of more detailed in-situ field experiments provides
the best opportunity to further our knowledge of what is actually happening at the air-sea
boundary in these extreme environmental conditions, and thus what geophysical
parameters are the various remote-sensing instruments really responding to. Since the
QuikSCAT-era, the NOAA/NESDIS Ocean Surface Winds Science Team has been
conducting flight experiments with the NOAA P-3 aircraft with a main objective of
improving our understanding of satellite-based measurements in these ocean surface
conditions. An overview of our efforts, the data, and the analysis will be presented.
Presentation available here
Main Points:
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Conclusions from the high wind workshop held in 2015 at Miami NOAA/NHC
were: when the objective is to look at winds >30m/s: SFMR shall be the core in
situ source of high winds data for calibration.
However, SFMR is not always consistent across the instrument fleet
Calibration of SFMR is a challenge and we need to improve this  this motivated
the SFMR reprocessing project
SFMR retrievals are compared to dropwind Sondes 2007-2015 and stratified by
rain
There is a trend in the rain and a need to improve rain correction
There is a big bias ~5m/s : we see this in the winter storms and didn’t know what
was happening. Calibration errors seemed not to be the problem
Started again from zero and reviewed the process of SFMR calibration to
understand errors
The bias was related to ambient temperature of the instrument antenna. The
retrieval uses this – when this was corrected the bias was reduced.
Comparisons with uncorrected and corrected data: we can see that there is a big
difference in the systematic bias
There is a new reprocessed SFMR data set from 2006-2015 with corrections
applied.
Operational impact: too many tools to play with and people are lost… they don’t
have time to invest in training for new things – operations are 24/7 this is one of
the reasons why new SMAP/SMOS data may not be used.
Ocean Winds Team Transitioning Machine…Training is at the heart of the system
but we have a cycle of R&D and ops working together to understand the issues –
the key is training. Need to train the forecasters in EO and Model outputs on
their workstations.
Plot of using Scat data in NOAA ops – 2001 (Quickscat) allows a more secure
hurricane force wind analysis. The number of storms reported is going up – this
is because the trend of forecaster using satellite data is increasing (data
availability, improved resolution, improved algorithms)
Had some issues with new algorithms that didn’t seem to match with other data
Gaining trust is the key to success and the P3 aircraft data demo of consistency
was the way to do this – they trust Scat with aircraft data.
ASCAT: Forecasters concerned and didn’t take up ASCAT. The ASCAT and Qscat
winds have some bias.











Can ASCAT high winds be improved at the resolution of our measurements?
Used ETC adjusted the model function which better matches Qscat. Better take
up
ASCAT cannot measure above 35m/s? Flooded with response from forecasters
saying it can – examples were shown…up to 90kts (46m/s)
About “Met Bombs”: Gale and storm and hurricane force winds – spatial
patterns associated with cyclogenisis. Hurricane on side of storm motion
Can look at 2D structure of the storm composite of data: comparison of different
retrievals from different centres gives different spatial sructures. RSS produces
the strongest winds in ETC
Frequency of the storm/gale winds – RSS is the higher occurence…
ASCAT products next: again there is consistency between ASCAT and Qscat but
RSS still overestimate…frequency of high winds RSS the most
Forecaster bench screen: SFMR and ASCAT verification. Using 3 different
products compared to AFMR flight line. All products are withn 1-2 m/s . Then
look at areas of 40kts – very, very different in the algorithms.
This is important for heavy weather avoidance – big economic cost. If it’s a bad
forecast then there is a cost
Transition data from research to ops is key

No Discussion due to overtime
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Extreme scatterometer winds at C band
Ad Stoffelen
KNMI
Ad.Stoffelen@knmi.nl
Co-author(s): Gerd-Jan van Zadelhoff

VH-GMF

Legend: Top left, the wind speed derived from RadarSat 2 image of hurricane Earl (2
Sep 2010) using the Vachon and Wolfe (2011) relationship. The solid black line depicts
the SFMR flight track through the hurricane Earl. Top right, the wind speed retrieved
using the two ECMWF fits. The bottom left panel shows the results using the Vachon and
Wolfe (2011) and SFMR fit. In the bottom right figure the NOAA track through the
hurricane is plotted with the SFMR retrievals (black), the Vachon and Wolfe (2011)
results (green), VVGMF (light grey), the SFMR + Vachon and Wolfe (2011) fits (red) and
ECMWF fits (blue).
Natural hazards related to ocean winds, waves and surges are among the most damaging
in existence. Microwave satellite remote sensing increasingly contributes to assess,
monitor, and manage risks related to hurricanes, waves and storm surges on economy
and society. An international constellation of satellite scatterometers and radiometers
probe ocean winds and satellite altimeters provide complementary wave and water level
information. As a result comprehensive operational services exist to serve the forecasting
and advisory communities. However, the calibration of extreme winds, as measured by
scatterometers and radiometers is not trivial, as in situ measurements for winds above 25
m/s are difficult. Another problem exists in the spatial response function of satellite
winds, which is relatively large and unable to capture 1-minute sustained winds.
Fortunately, the NOAA hurricane hunters provide in situ and spatial remote-sensing data
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that, after careful processing, may be used for calibration. We will present our efforts to
use these dropsonde and campaign radiometer (SFMR) winds to calibrate extreme winds.
International effort is ongoing to resolve remaining problems in the SFMR and dropsonde
winds and it is expected that a continuous wind speed scale may be defined connecting
the regime below 25 m/s and the regime above 25 m/s, which currently appears
problematic. Moreover, to the revised SFMR winds may also help to establish guidance
on the relationship between the maximum winds measured on the satellite winds scale
and the local scale, where to latter is used to assign hurricane categories and thus very
relevant. The ASCAT scatterometer is well able to measure the structure of most
hurricanes, but sensitivity diminishes for wind speeds above 40 m/s. The next generation
C-band scatterometers will use cross polarization to measure extreme wind speeds.
Preliminary studies have shown that maximum sustained wind speeds of at least up to 60
m/s may be provided with this capability. The prospects of this cross-polarization
capability will be elaborated at the workshop.
Presentation Available here
Main Points
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We are trying to improve scatterometer data for extreme wind conditions
Examples of cross-polarization imaging by C-band SAR of Radarsat –
MetOpSG in 2023 will have a VH, C band, channel
So we can use Radarsat SAR data to prepare
VH seems linear up to 20m/s
We collected 19 images of 13 hurricanes during 2008-2011
SFMR and ECMWF forecasts were used for co-localization as SFMR
colocalisation weren’t available for all collected Radarsat images.
HWIND did not explain the variance observed in the images (it’s an analysis).
ECMWF did a better job
Using cyclone centric analysis – ignore everything in the inner wall (too complex)
We considered the cases where SFMR and ECMWF show consistencies
Combining all SFMR data in points: NRCS(VV)=f(U10) is not linear and all
saturate at ~25m/s
Stratification by incidence angle – there is a relationship but sampling is poor.
Wind direction dependence: while VV is dependent, VH is not affected by wind
direction modulation
The Incidence angle dependency as function of ECMWF winds is much clearer –
because of more data
VH-GMF retrieval: change in slope at ~20m/s leading to two equations
Calibration of the winds? U10 – which curve is right or wrong? We don’t know!!!
VH-GMF retrieval is largest based on SFMR than ECMWF data. We can get what
we want in scaling but what is the truth? SFMR?
If the direction is wrong the speed is wrong (in VV)
VH does not appear to saturate up to ~60m/s
SFMR: can we match ASCAT and SFMR residual differences depend on rain
rate. SFMR has issues with rain – we can correct for rain. Then the match is
good.
But where is the calibration and where is the truth!!!! Reprocess the SFMR data
encouraged




ASCAT and SMOS scales – can match ASACT and SMOS no problem
There is saturation but this is a matter of calibration???

Questions and Answers:
Q: Z. Jelenak showed winds of 90kts and in RADARsat you can’t reproduce the winds?
A: Only showed 1 profile so its not enough. The main problem is in calibration. We do
get 90kt winds in the processor for ASCAT
Q: VH gives better winds.
A: We need to talk about calibration – scale the winds in VV to VH or vice-versa?
What’s the truth?
We need to recalibrate the VV and VH GMF with the new recalibrated SFMR data
Q (J.Eyre) : If there is no sensitivity at high wind speed, then this is a null space problem
(fundamental lack of observational information), not a calibration problem
A: Calibration scale: suggest SFMR at the same time, same dynamic range and same
spatial area
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Development and application of a global satellite database of wind and wave
conditions
I.R.Young and E. Sanina
Department of Infrastructure Engineering, University of Melbourne
ian.young@unimelb.edu.au

Legend: Trends in surface wind speed U10 [in unit of cm/s/yr] as estimated from
SSM/I and scatterometers (top) and altimeters (bottom) since 1985.
Oceanographic satellites have now been in operation for more than 25 years, collecting
global data on oceanic winds and waves. During this period, a variety of satellites have
been operational. These include altimeters (wind speed and wave height), SSMI
radiometers (wind speed), scatterometers (wind speed and direction) and Synthetic
Aperture Radar, SAR (full directional wave spectrum). Data from these instruments
potentially represents an invaluable resource for oceanographic, climate and engineering
applications. This paper describes the development of a unique database containing data
from all these instruments over their full periods of operation. The paper will describe the
calibration and cross-validation of all instruments. This analysis shows the limitations of
individual instruments and the relative accuracies. Instruments are calibrated against a
very comprehensive buoy data set from the United States, Canada, UK, France, Spain,
Australia and New Zealand. The extensive buoy dataset means that it is possible to have
individual calibration buoys and independent validation sites. Further validation is
provided by examining cross-over points between different satellite instruments where
they image the same region of ocean at the same time. In addition to the performance of
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the various platforms under normal conditions, high wind and wave conditions are also
examined and the limitations of each instrument explored.
Presentation available here
Main Points






Wind & waves Database complete and fully validated
Increasing trend in mean wind speeds and wave heights is confirmed
Differences between altimeter and SSMI/Scat wind speed trends much reduced
Processes to estimate extreme percentiles need to be refined
Land people suggest that winds are DECREASING – oceans are INCREASING??

Questions and Answers

Q (M. Powell): Concerning Buoy data in high winds – we have the documented case in
Katrina- accelerometer on the buoys – the buoys are heeling (depending on buoys) and
underestimate the wind – did you do any modeling on the buoys?
A: Agree it has an effect – at 20m/s the anemometer is probably below the waves.
Q (Ad. Stoeffelen): We had buoy experts to talk about buoys in high winds. Up to 25m/s
Edson thought all was OK. We need to go back to buoy community to clarify.
M. Bourassa: some people say it’s not OK
Q (M.Portabella): Did you look at trends from different sensors?
A: Not yet
M. Bourassa: Is there any trends in Vorticity and diurnal issues for trends as satellites
measure at different times in the diurnal cycle?
A: Buoy measurements – it’s the waves that needs to be taken into account not just the
wind. If the wave height is 10m the data are probably problems
Q (C. Gommenginger): trends in wind from SSM/I and Alt- the trends in SWH have
some cross talk?
A: Not a believer in that but – is the NRCS from alt influenced by SWH ? This could be
in the GFM.
Note that Sigma0 AND the retracker are issues
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Assessment of Altimeter, Scatterometer and Model High Surface Wind
Speeds
Saleh Abdalla
ECMWF
Saleh.Abdalla@ecmwf.int
Co-author(s): Giovanna De Chiara

Legend: Error estimated on surface winds based on Altimeter-Model-Scatterometer
triple Collocations
Space-borne active instruments like radar altimeters (nadir looking) and scatterometers
(side-looking) are invaluable instruments for meteorological and oceanic applications.
Both are able to provide estimates for the surface wind. There is an ample of work
dedicated to assess wind speed products from both sources. However, there is only a
limited focus on high wind speeds mainly due to the limited amount of such
measurements. Here, altimeter and scatterometer high wind speeds will be assessed with
reference to ECMWF model winds and to the in-situ (buoy) measurements. Triple
collocation is used to provide a more proper estimate of their random errors. Wind speed
products from altimeters on-board Jason-2/3, SARAL/Altika and Sentinel-3A and from
scatterometers on-board Metop-A/B (ASCAT-A and ASCAT-B) will be considered for this
study.
Presentation is available here
Main points
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Wind speeds from altimeters and scatterometers have low errors for scales in the
order of 100 km. Those errors are weak functions of wind speed.
The error in the model analysis is comparable with altimeters and
scatterometers.



Some error correlations can be estimated by using model forecasts at 7-day lead
time or beyond.



There is a considerable correlation between the model and scatterometer data
which cannot be ignored when using triple collocation.



Error estimation at higher winds needs larger sample (covering more than 2
years).
Questions and Answers:

Q (Ad Stoeffelen): nice attempt but I don’t agree with the conclusions. I Don’t agree that
the model scale increases with forecast lead.
Q: (Dr Fab) why do you average over 100km – why not use 25 km?
A: Model grid spacing vs model resolution: the model does not resolve the grid scale.
Averaging altimeter and scat data– at different scales – representativeness error is there
in all of this. You need to match the scales otherwise there is an issue.
Q (Ad Stoeffelen): The scale of the Scat is ~50km. M. Portabella have shown that you
need to account for representativity error.
J. Eyre: Random errors – but most of the discussion has previously been about
systematic error? Can you say anything about systematic errors ?
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Measuring coastal winds with multiple remote sensing systems: a
comparison of SAR wind retrievals and lidar wind measurements.
Tobias Ahsbahs
Technical University of Denmark (DTU)
ttah@dtu.dk
Co-author(s): Merete Badger, Xiaoli Guo Larsen, Ioanna Karagali, Alfredo PeÃ±a,
Guillaume Lea, Nikola Vasiljevic

Legend: Strong wind offshore case as estimated from Sentinel-1 SAR HH data on 201512-31
From November 2015 to February 2016 DTU performed an extensive measurement
campaign focusing on coastal winds up to 5 km offshore at the Danish West Coast within
the project RUNE, (Reducing uncertainty of near-shore wind resource estimates using
on- shore lidars). The offshore winds were measured by 3 scanning lidar systems, a
floating lidar, which was operational for a short period, and multiple profiling lidars
onshore. The winds were also measured at a well-established met mast located 2 km
inland. Additionally, Sentinel-1A and TerraSAR-X data were collected for wind speed
retrieval and a wave buoy measured the sea state. The accuracy of SAR wind retrievals in
the coastal zone is unknown because Geophysical Model Functions (e.g. CMOD5.n) are
validated in open sea conditions and therefore exclude influences on the wind retrieval
from e.g. shallow water, limited fetch and developing marine boundary layer (MBL)
during offshore wind. This is problematic because the strength of SAR wind retrievals lies
partially in its high resolution, which is attractive for retrieving ocean winds in the coastal
zone. In order to assess the accuracy of SAR winds in coastal zone SAR wind retrievals are
compared to scanning lidar reconstructed wind measurements. There are 16 cases with
coinciding scanning lidar data at three levels and Sentinel-1A images. Wind retrievals
using CMOD5.n and a constant wind direction for these cases suggest good agreement
between scanning lidar and SAR wind retrievals with a 1.3 m/s RMSE and 0.3m/s mean
bias. Additionally, two Sentinel images coincide with lower horizontal scans at 26m a.s.l.
and two lidars scanning line of sight velocities up to the ocean surface. These cases offer
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high spatial resolution from the lidars close to the ocean surface which is valuable for
comparisons to SAR winds but analysis is still pending. In this presentation, firstly, we
will show results of Sentinel-1 wind speed retrievals for all wind speeds and directions
and more a more detailed analysis of a few cases with high speeds. Secondly, we will give
an overview of available scanning lidar data from the RUNE project with high wind
speeds. The autumn and winter of 2015/2016 were very windy with an average wind speed
of 13.5 m/s at 100m. Three large storms with peak wind speeds above 24 m/s at 50m were
observed by the scanning lidars. TerraSAR-X images are available and comparisons with
lidar measurements for these high wind cases will be presented.
Main Points













Coastal winds from SAR – the GMF in the coastal zone are not well known.
RUNE project in Denmark on West coast: multiple lidar were used to measure
winds ( 1 component of vector – multiple systems allow direction to be measured)
Also have altitude and sector scanning systems
Met mast at 100m – quite windy – 10-30m/s mean of 13.5m/s
Also using S1 data – using a small area on the coastal – CMOD5
SAR and Lidar seem to retrieve well up to 20m/s
With the Westerly winds – seem also to be OK
Some issues when wind comes from the East – i.e. off the land.
Onshore case is at 17m/s – not that high wind but the agreement is OK –
Strong offshore winds: not so good – there is an offset of ~2m/s: but the coastal
gradient still exists – although spiky.
SAR for relative coastal gradient: relative to the last “clean” point offshore.
Sector scan (arc scanning) seem to agree well but the Dual Doppler (DD) does not
confirm the coastal gradients

Question and Answers:
Ad stoeffelen: What about atmospheric stability?
A: The stratification is not unstable – most are stable or neutral. Not enough data to
investigate
C. Gommenginger: In the setup as you get close to coast the height of the measurements
goes down ?
A: The beam profiles are adjusted down logarithmically.
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Plenary discussion – Calibration and Validation of High Winds
Chair: Marc Bourassa and Zorana Jelenak
Q: The calibration of SFMR may have issues with SST in the tropics versus extra tropics
– what is the outcome?
A: We looked at this – but there is no apparent trend. We extrapolate from the tropical
development also and there are issues.
Q with the ambient temp correction to SFMR do you see changes in all data?
A: mean correction (storm to storm are quite different – and in seasons winter coolest) is
about 3m/s but there is variability.
Q: How many SFMRs do we have?
A: there are 18 instruments.
Q: have the buoys been compared to SFMR? In EU we use the buoys and there is a need
to inter-compare
A: There are not so many flights over buoys so it’s not simple.
Note that C- and Ku- band radars also fly on the aircraft. The saturation is ~45 m/s at 29
deg incidence – this depends on the incidence angle and in the large ETC where there is
a large consistent field.
M. Portabella: At the NHC they review the season cases and they are looking for the
origins of each TC. Looking at ASCAT cases where there is ambiguities in the fields. –
They tried to do more but they stopped communicating – too busy. We need a training
course.
Craig Donlon: we need to prepare the relevant hard hitting “honest” material showing
what we can see and the + and –ties of the SMAP/SMOS data, etc.. so that we can start to
discuss with the end users
L. Ricciardulli: we need to do more work on diurnal sampling and also possibly on the
impacts of El Nino for altimeter trends in wind and SWH compared to radiometer –
different trends sign exist.
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Ocean wind retrieval using GNSS Reflectometry data from the UK
TechDemoSat-1 mission
Giuseppe Foti (presented by Christine Gommenginger)
National Oceanography Centre
g.foti@noc.ac.uk
Co-author(s): Christine Gommenginger, Martin Unwin, Philip Jales, Josep RosellÃ³

Legend: Left : ASCAT wind retrieved during intercept of tropical storm GLENDA in
february 2015 in South-west Indian ocean. Superimposed are the tracks of UK
TechDemoSat-1 GNSS sensor. Right; retrieved wind speed from ASCAT (red) and GNSS
(blue).
GNSS-Reflectometry (GNSS-R) is an ocean remote sensing technique that exploits
reflected signals from Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) to retrieve geophysical
information. Adopting a bistatic radar configuration, direct and earth-reflected signals
emitted by GNSS satellites are received by a passive GNSS-R receiver on a Low Earth
Orbit (LEO). The reflected signal originates from a glistening zone on the surface sited
around the Specular Point (SP), the geometrical point on the Earth surface where GNSS
signals are forward scattered in the specular direction. The two signals are correlated for
different shifts in time (delay) and frequency (Doppler) relative to the SP to produce a
Delay Doppler Map (DDM) of forward-scattered electromagnetic power over the surface.
GNSS technology has now reached a mature stage, and low-cost, low-mass, low-power
receivers are readily available off-the-shelf. Cost effectiveness makes GNSS-R an
attractive remote-sensing technique to potentially deliver global coverage at high
temporal resolution using e.g. a constellation of GNSS-R sensors flying as payloads of
opportunity on larger platforms. New GNSS-R data were acquired recently by
TechDemoSat-1, a UK-led technology demonstration mission launched in July 2014. This
study presents the analysis techniques of GNSS Reflectometry data and the algorithms
developed for the geophysical retrieval from TDS-1 observations. Early validation results
promisingly indicate that inversion of wind speed can be achieved even without
calibration to an accuracy of ~2 m/s with GNSS-R payloads in LEO orbit [1]. On the other
hand, it is clear that other parameters (geometry, attitude, sea state, etc) play an
important role in the radar budget [2]. More work is underway to identify and quantify
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the contributions from these effects, in order to mitigate them and further improve the
accuracy of GNSS-R retrievals.
[1] Foti, G., C. Gommenginger, P. Jales, M. Unwin, A. Shaw, C. Robertson, and J.
RosellÃ³, Spaceborne GNSS reflectometry for ocean winds: First results from the UK
TechDemoSat-1 mission, Geophys. Res. Lett., 42, 5435-5441, 2015
[2] Zavorotny V. and A. Voronovich, Scattering of GPS signals from the ocean with wind
remote sensing applications, IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol.
38, no. 2, 951-964, 2000.
Presentation is available here

Main Points
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GNSS-R: Measures SSH and winds via triangulation of carrier signals. Small
satellites, cheap to produce
Idea is to have a new constellation of GNSS-R receivers.
L-band signal with weak sensitivity to precipitation
History – starts with DMS in 2003, then in 2008 we have TDS then full
implementation in CYGNSS in Dec 2016
CYGNSS revisit ~4 hours in the low inclination orbit for Hurricanes
TDS-1: demo satellite for 7 payloads – GNSS-R operates for 2 of every 8 days
TDS-1 continues to acquire large volumes of spaceborne GNSS-R data since Sept
2014
Ground processing & data dissemination in place up to L2 wind speed
Development of TDS-1 wind speed inversion is ongoing
-Many approaches to GNSS-R inversion and calibration/validation
-Many complex effects linked to TDS-1 mission (system gain, antenna
gain,attitude uncertainty) and new discovery of environmental factors (sea state,
RFI, elevated L-band noise at Equator,…)
-Many lessons learned!
First look at spaceborne GNSS-R in high wind conditions
-1 acquisitions in high winds
Very promising for CYGNSS (+ better mission parameters)
illustrates how GNSS-R sampling can complement ASCAT dual-swath
Evidence that GNSS-R signals are sensitive to wind field structure…
…but FDI wind speed too low
…but FDI inversion never designed for high winds
Many interesting aspects to explore e.g. impact of rain, sensitivity to wind
direction, impact of small scale variability/surface heterogeneity,
Correlated GNSS to BEESTRACK and ASCAT
Need to work on the calibration – was tuned to ASCAT so we can’t extend much
above 30m/s
Lots of work to be done on rain, sensitivity small scale variability and
heterogeneity

Questions and Answers:
Q: Is the sigm0 and U10 relationship a function of incidence angle?
A: yes – antenna gain changes with incidence and the dimension of the reflecting
surface as well. We are not correcting the sigma0 variation with incidence angle for the
moment
Q: How do you explain the elevated noise at the equator?
A: may be it is linked to GNSS geostationary stations
Q: last example: through the eye – what is the size of the storm – should see the eye?
A: I can have a look
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The NASA CYGNSS Tropical Cyclone Mission
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Legend: CYGNSS Observatory
The Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS) is a confirmed NASA mission
scheduled for launch in November 2016, designed to study the surface wind structure in
and near the inner core of tropical cyclones. CYGNSS consists of a constellation of eight
small microsatellites carried into orbit on a single launch vehicle. Each observatory
carries a 4-channel bistatic radar receiver tuned to receive GPS navigation signals
scattered from the ocean surface. The distortion to those signals caused by ocean surface
roughness is exploited to estimate the wind speed at the surface. Performance is
unaffected by the presence of precipitation, even at levels found in the eyewall and inner
core rain bands of a hurricane. The eight satellites are spaced approximately twelve
minutes apart in the same orbit plane in order to provide frequent temporal sampling.
Mission simulations predict a median(mean) revisit time of 3(7) hours at all locations
between 38o N and 38o S latitude. CYGNSS is expected to provide significantly improved
temporal resolution and spatial coverage compared to existing wind monitoring satellites.
CYGNSS will also operate under all precipitating conditions, and over the full dynamic
range of wind speeds experienced in a tropical cyclone.
An update on the current status of the mission will be presented. The mission design and
science data products will be presented, and the expected performance of the ocean
surface wind measurements will be reviewed, with emphasis on the expected spatial and
temporal sampling properties of the retrieved winds. Recent simulation results
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addressing the expected impact of CYGNSS data products on tropical cyclone and other
tropical meteorology analyses will be briefly summarized.
More information about
www.nasa.gov/cygnss

the

CYGNSS

project

is

available

online

at:

Presentation available here
Main Points








NASA earth venture mission, 8 microsatellites with a 4ch bistatic receiver
Rapid sampling of the ocean surface winds in the inner core of cylones
New measurement technique and new satellite architecture building on TDS
As the surface roughens the glistening zone expands and the DDM is the basic
measurement
Shape of DDM tails change with increasing winds – signal spreads out into the
DDM legs
Temporal revisit is high
Status: Launch on Pegasus (from aircraft) 12th December 2016

Questions and Answers:
Q (H. Bonekamp): Is there a Gallileo used enabled?
A: No
Q: Science data will be available 60 days after launch products?
A: data will be on PODAAC in 60 days then 30 days of cal/val then by the beginning of
hurricane season, one shall freeze the retrieval through the hurricane
Q: How will you validate?
A: We shall use standard practices: using SFMR, use a GNSS receiver on a plane
It will take 60 days to commission the satellites – satellites don’t have propulsion so it
will take some time to stabilize and spread out – 450 km so some air to control…
NRT is not part of the budget – but the data can be downloaded easily – then priority on
some storms?
Cal/val is critical to demo the concept
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Session 4: Air/Sea Interaction
Session 4: Air/Sea Interaction
Keynote
Air-Sea Interactions at Extreme Wind Speeds

Chairs: Alex Babanin,
Bertrand Chapron
Alexander Babanin (University
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Sensitivity to wind stress formulation in a coupled Lucia Pineau-Guillou (Ifremer /
LOPS)
wave-atmosphere model
Sea State Influence on SFMR Wind Speed
Retrievals in Tropical Cyclones

Heather Holbach
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Effects of tropical cyclones on the sea-air flux of
CO2

Ute Schuster (University
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Keynote
X-band radar cross-section and sea spray at gale
force winds: towards cross-polarization GMF for
retrieval of hurricane wind speed and surface
stress
Plenary discussion – air/sea interaction
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Air-Sea Interactions at Extreme Wind Speeds
Alexander Babanin
University of Melbourne
a.babanin@unimelb.edu.au

Legend: Deep water winds (top) and waves (bottom) during cyclone Yasi
The paper discussed three issues of the air-sea interactions at extreme wind speeds,
essentially linked. The first topic is dedicated to the change of regime for such
interactions, by comparison to benign and moderate winds. As a reference speed for the
transition to extreme metocean conditions, the hurricane-scale classification can be used:
that is a tropical storm becomes a hurricane if the wind exceeds U~33m/s (119km/h). At
this point, dynamics of ocean surface waves, lower atmospheric boundary layer and the
upper ocean all change.
The second topic will highlight potential differences between air-sea interactions at
extreme winds in tropical and powerful extra-tropical cyclones. It is argued that possible
reasons for such behaviour may be due to different physics of wave evolution in compact
hurricanes and in large storms.
The third topic will outline recent advances in modelling the hurricane waves and upper
ocean dynamics in extreme weather, including wind-wave exchanges, wave-breaking
dissipation, upper-ocean mixing. This will lead to conclusions on the most essential
uncertainties, and urgently needed measurements at high winds potentially capable to
improve such metocean forecast.
Presentation is available here
Main Points:
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Air sea interaction at high winds are not well modelled
Small and large scales are separated models reach saturation in performance –
they need to be coupled from turbulence to climate – understanding exists and
computing power exists.











In extreme conditions (>32m/s): the ocean surface changes and the dynamics
change. Drag coefficient saturates, wave asymmetry saturates, wave breaking
mechanisms change to direct wind forcing, wave breaking probability is controlled
by different processes
Atmospheric side: Buoys – in strong wind the masts are within the boundary layer
(affected by wave motion). So how good are the winds if the waves are so big?
Drag coefficient Cd has a large scatter and to reduce the scatter we rely on constant
flux assumptions: also we need to couple with the wave model. Terms due to waves
are absent over flat surfaces.
They decay rapidly away from the surface/interface
Form drag: Wind on the waves slope: u’w’ is the best measure?
Tried to do this at lake George in Australia. Had a wave following hot wire
anemometer
Wave induced mixing cools the surface
Need more understanding of the surface/wind relationships which are altered
above 33m/s

Questions and Answers:
Q: (J. Knaff) what is responsible for the difference in wave spectra in TC and ETC ?
A: Size, storm lifetime and centre translation speed are different and therefore extended
fetch relationships are probably different
Q: (M. Portabella) – About your normalization by wind speed: when you separate tropics
and extra tropics, if the PDF changes then the normalization might change?
A: We use mean winds at 20m height.
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Sensitivity to wind stress formulation in a coupled wave-atmosphere model
L. Pineau-Guillou1,2, F. Ardhuin3,2, M.-N. Bouin4,2, J.-L. Redelsperger3,2, B.
Chapron1,2, J. Bidlot5
1 Ifremer, Plouzané, France
2 Laboratoire d’Océanographie Physique et Spatiale, Plouzané, France
3 CNRS, Plouzané, France
4 Météo-France, Brest, France
5 European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts, Reading, UK
lucia.pineau.guillou@ifremer.fr

Legend: Bias between ECMWF model and an ensemble of surface wind observations
for mid latitude storms in the North East Atlantic
Wind stress significantly influences modelling of oceanic processes such as waves,
breakers, surges, surface/coastal circulation, upwellings and modelling of atmospheric
processes. This research work aims at better representing the wind stress in numerical
models, leading to an improved parameterization of turbulent fluxes, such as momentum
flux, sensible and latent heat fluxes.
One particular objective is to define a more appropriate wind stress parameterization (i.e.
generating values closer to observations), taking into account the wave influence by
moderate to strong winds. Indeed, large wave heights tend to be underestimated in wave
models (Rascle & Ardhuin 2013, Hanafin et al. 2012), as well as storm surges in ocean
models (Muller et al. 2014). This could partly be due to underestimated high wind speeds
in atmospheric models.
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The case study has been selected from analysis of ERA-Interim winds and mean sea-level
pressures. A sensitivity study has been performed on 25th January 2014 storm, which
crossed the North Atlantic from the West coast of the United States to Northern Europe.
For this event, different parameterizations have been tested on a global coupled waveatmosphere model, namely WAM/IFS (Integrated Forecasting System) from ECMWF
(European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts). Tested parameterizations are:
(1) uncoupling wave-atmosphere model, coupling wave-atmosphere model with (2)
ECMWF default parameterization (Janssen 1991) (3) Météo-France WAM default
parameterization (Ardhuin et al. 2010) (4) wave age dependent parameterization (Oost
et al. 2002) and (5) empirically-derived Charnock parameterization. This last
parameterization has been developed in order to reach more physical drag coefficient
values for high wind speeds, i.e. more consistent with measurements (Powell et al. 2003,
where drag coefficient has been measured in tropical cyclones).
The 5-day modelled winds during the storm have been compared to wind observations in
North East Atlantic. Comparisons have been undertaken with winds estimated from
ASCAT (Advanced Scatterrometer) onboard MetOp-A and MetOp-B, AMSR2 (Advanced
Microwave Sounding Radiometer 2, Zabolotskikh et al. 2014) onboard GCOM-W1 and
WindSat Polarimetric Radiometer onboard Coriolis satellite. The comparisons have also
been extended to in-situ observations: buoys from the UK Met Office and Irish Weather
Buoy Network and platforms data from the North Sea and Norwegian Sea.
First comparisons with observations confirm that high winds are generally
underestimated in models. This study shows a clear impact of parameterizations on
atmosphere. The empirically-derived Charnock parameterization enables to partly
correct this bias. Even though this parameterization appears to yield an improvement,
further validation is needed. Similarly, more work is needed to understand which physical
mechanism(s) it represents that are not currently modelled by the default
parameterizations. For this study, we will discuss several aspects: the comparison
between model outputs and satellite observations shows that AMSR2 high winds are
overestimated compared with ASCAT, whereas the comparison of model outputs and insitu observations shows that platform winds are overestimated compared with buoy
winds.
Acknowledgement is made for the use of ECMWF’s computing and archive facilities in
this research.
Presentation is available here
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Comparing different ways to parameterize wind stress
Big differences in Charnock and Drag coefficients parameterizations across
models
ECMWF winds are underestimating at high winds compared to most satellites
except ASCAT
Bias is reduced with new parameterization implemented by ECMWF
More work is needed to improve the parameterization for processes
ASCAT vs bouys are underestimated compared to other observations
Clear bias between buys and platforms wind
SMAP is consistent with SMOS and Windsat
Outlook: need to look at the impact on storm surges

Questions and Answers:

Q: Why are there difference between datasets?
A: Each group decides how to calibrate their own GMF to wind – calibration target are
different. Eg we use radiometers for calibration, others may use buoys, so we tune models
to that. We don’t trust buoys above 15m/s – so this is major issue platforms are different
There are no common reference to calibrate models across the ensemble of
wind speed range: this needs to be addressed
H. Bonekamp: Platforms are sensitive to upwind and downwind directions and this needs
to be accommodated.
Ad Stoeffelen: This needs to be developed further. The buoys and the platforms – we try
to use buoys and SFMR – we are trying to do this.
SFMR is the reference for high winds. Buoys and platforms for “normal”
winds
Q: for the waves – did you use the Phillips spectrum for the wave spectrum?
A: this is weighted mean square slope – for Phillips spectrum, it is in the ECMWF
parametrization but is not activated.
M. Portabella: Even if we all agree we use SFMR for high winds RSS would still use other
sources (windsat and buoys) for lower winds –
L. Ricciardulli: they should match
B. Chapron: if the ocean response is non-linear we will still see this, e.g. in a storm surge
– we can then use tide gauges to indirectly calibrate the Scat!!!!!!

We need to try and get a review paper out on the various surface wind
measurements and their issues Pros/Cons in a way that enables users to have
a springboard into the data sets and avoid misuse of products bearing in
mind their complexity
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Sea State Influence on SFMR Wind Speed Retrievals in Tropical Cyclones
Heather M Holbach
COAPS/FSU
hmh06d@my.fsu.edu
Co-author(s): Mark Bourassa, Brad Klotz

Legend: Azimuthal dependence of SFMR measured wind-induced emissivity in a TC at
a fixed wind of 20 m/s for radial distances greater (pink) and smaller (green) than 50
km from storm centre.
Sea state influences on remote sensing measurements of ocean surface emissivity are
investigated using a microwave radiometer in high wind conditions and tropical cyclones.
Surface wind speed, which drives many atmospheric and oceanic phenomena, can be
inferred from the ocean surface emissivity measurements through the use of a radiative
transfer model and inversion algorithm. The accuracy of the ocean surface emissivity to
wind speed calibration relies on accurate knowledge of the surface physics that are
influencing the ocean surface emissivity. Storm relative azimuthal asymmetries are found
in nadir SFMR emissivity measurements for wind speeds ~ 20 m/s and not present for
wind speeds between 10 and 20 m/s. The storm relative azimuthal asymmetry for the data
at wind speeds of 20 m/s is related to swell and wind waves to explain regions of relatively
larger and smaller SFMR measured emissivities. The results provide motivation for
further study of the asymmetries and that knowledge of swell and wind wave direction,
particularly in tropical cyclones, is important for implementing further improvements to
the SFMR algorithm, as well as for other radiometers.
Presentation is available here
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Main Points:






Following and opposing swell increases wind-induced emissivity measured by
SFMR
Cross swell decreases it
Wind waves and swell combination in outer regions of storm dampen the
asymmetry
These results are further evidence that directional wind and wave interactions
modify ocean surface stress and must be considered in model development
SFMR update: SFMR 1998-2014 have been reprocessed using the Klotz and
Ulhorn 2014 methodology. This will be posted to HRD blog and website.

Questions and Answers
Q: B. Chapron – the waves are steepest on the Left quadrant as the wind is always
accelerating there. The longest will be on the Right quadrant.
Q: There seems to be a dataset cutoff of 20m/s – did you look at the distribution of points?
Any correlation?
A: did statistical tests to look at the statistical significance of difference between the two
data – there are fewer points in the 280-330 deg area
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X-band radar cross-section and sea spray at gale force winds: towards
cross-polarization GMF for retrieval of hurricane wind speed and surface
stress
Yulia Troitskaya
Institute of Applied Physics Russian Academy of Sciences
yuliyatrinity@mail.ru
Co-authors: A.Kandaurov, V.Abramov, O.Ermakova, D.Kozlov, A.Ermoshkin,
E.Zuikova, V.Kazakov, D.Sergeev, S.Zilitinkevich

Legend: Typical spray generation event starts with a small-scale elevation of water
surface, which then develops into a "micro-sail", inflates into a water film bordered by
thicker rim (the "bag"), and finally blows up. This mechanism is almost unknown in the
air-sea interaction context. There is only private communication by H. Branger, and
paper by Veron et al. 2012 who reported observation of spray generation by BB. Now
you can see how it looks in better quality feasible for quantitative investigation.

The prevailing methods of monitoring wind speeds and directions over sea surface with
high spatial and temporal resolution, which is vital for storm forecasting, employ satellite
based scatterometers and Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR). The key outstanding
difficulty is that the existing algorithms of retrieving wind cease to be effective for very
strong winds, as the dependence of Normalized Radar Cross Section (NRCS) on wind or
Geophysical Model Function (GMF), which underpins all existing algorithms, saturates
at winds exceeding 20-25 m/s. Recently analysis of dual- and quad-polarization
observations by satellite Radarsat-2 carried out with co-located concomitant direct
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measurements of wind from oceanographic buoys, airborne wind measurements by
Stepped-Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) and H*Wind data suggested that the
cross-polarization GMF keep higher sensitivity to wind speed at stormy and hurricane
winds.
However it is not straightforward to build a new wind retrieving algorithm upon these
very promising observation. Complete collocation of satellites and ground or airborne
observations are very rare and these data sets are compared only statistically. Physical
background for these statistical dependencies can be obtained in controlled laboratory
conditions, because the cross-polarized radar return is mostly formed due to
backscattering at small-scale features of the sea surface like short-crested waves, sea
spray, foam etc, which can be reproduced in laboratory tanks. Obvious advantages of the
tank experiments are controlled conditions enabling to measure simultaneously wind
speed and momentum flux, surface waves and radar backscatter, to compare the
experimental NRCS with the existing theoretical models, to investigate physics behind the
de-pol return This paper summaries the results of laboratory experiments on a high-speed
wind-wave flume of Institute of Applied Physics, which are devoted to the investigation
of the X-band co-polarized and cross-polarized radar return in a wide range of high
speeds (from 8 to 40 m/s). Dependencies of cross-pol NRSC on wind speed and wind
friction velocity were derived from direct measurements. In particular, the logarithmic
dependency of the NRCS for de-polarized radar return on the wind friction velocity was
found. Construction of the geophysical model function (GMF), linking NRCS for X and Cband de-polarized radar return with the wind friction velocity is discussed.
Analysis of the Doppler spectra of the radar backscatter at four polarizations enabled us
to conclude that the radar return is formed by the Bragg resonant scatters at the crests of
breaking waves. Processes at the wave-crests under the action of strong wind are
investigated by means of high-speed video filming of high resolution. In particular these
experiments enabled us to identify the dominant spray-production mechanism as the
bag-breakup mode of fragmentation of liquid in gaseous flows known in a different
context. This regime is characterized by inflating and consequent bursting of the shortlived objects, bags, comprising sail-like water films surrounded by massive liquid rims
then fragmented to spray. Contribution of spray to air-sea fluxes at hurricane wind is
estimated.
Presentation is available here
Main Points
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X-band radar cross-section and sea spray are discussed
Cd decay at higher winds >33m/s – but some high wind data are not clear
This is difficult to make quantitative estimates as there are lots of uncertainties
Sea spray source function: Direct measurements are difficult and we are not sure
of the generation mechanisms in strong winds
Lab experiments are able to model many processes at the water surface that can
be applied to the field: physics of MW backscattering, mechanisms and effects of
complex phenomena and data for new models
Use of a large experimental facility for this purpose – wind wave flume at high
speed : 10m x 0.42 x 0.42m up to 42m/s wind speed: can measure MABL











(Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer) accurately together with roughness height
and various other parameters and extrapolate to the ocean.
Use a wire wave gauges and obtain the spectrum of waves up to 30m/s: there are
almost no waves corresponding to the linear dispersion relation: i.. no free wind
waves. No proof that this is due to Kelvin Helhmoltz instabilities but there are
none in the tank
Analyses of complex phenomena in the tank: Mechanisms of spray and foam
production at the surface: tank can be used to take photos and videos for spray
generation
Videos reveal existence of “Bags” and “breakups” : bags production increase with
wind speed and they reduce in size and duration: the Cd is then affected
Foam increases Cd at lower winds and reduces Cd at high winds.
Also the SWH is reduced by Foam presence – bubbles are additional roughness
elements to the wind. Work in progress
Co- and cross polarised microwave measurements using an X-band scat were
done for different incidence angles: Xpol keeps sensitivity and the HV is most
sensible
Foam suppresses backscatter
If we compare to Bragg: it works badly

Questions and Answers:
Q: HV is different from VH – this is not expected?
A: this is due to more sensitivity to the breakers but more work is required
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Plenary discussion – air/sea interaction
Chair: Alex Babanin, Bertrand Chapron
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The air-sea interface is very complex at high winds and building up GMF for
satellite sensors is challenging



How do we start on a common view for a space capability on extremes?



Important to provide an area where the wind is larger than a certain limit



Z. Jelenak: we should match the scales of spacecraft instruments and the SFMR
measurements. We need to work on WindSat data again in that context



B. Chapron: we can probably go to a certain wind speed where we could provide
the same type of area where they encompass the largest wind from scat and Lband– then we expect the scat to loose sensitivity above and the L-band should
continue to refine the structure.



We need to bridge the minimum winds we should go for: start at 15m/s (L-band
sensitivity) ?



Do we have a upper limit where we expect a good comparison?
 No, we don’t have an upper limit



We agree that we will match spatial scales: when using SMOS or SMAP we use
40km, 25 km with the scat etc.



Temporal mismatch – we strive for colocation with times differences <3 hours



We shall include the Sentinel 1, WindSat, SMAP, SMOS: we recommend a short
SFMR campaign for acquisition of S1 during Hurricane season to help us
understand the structural differences of the TCs



What would a project look like to measure extreme winds?



OceanSites – SOOS Spar buoy (talk to Uwe Send @ Scripps)?



Standardization of the fluxes measured by buoys at high winds



Can we organize a dedicated SMFR flights to look at the issues – regardless of the
hurricanes – to explore further the use of SFMR as a reference data set?

Session 5: Applications – NWP & NOP
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An Overview of Tropical Cyclone Prediction at the Met Office
Julian T. Heming
Met Office
julian.heming@metoffice.gov.uk

Legend: Global model now able to forecast tropical cyclones with central pressure near
900 mb and winds near 100 knots
The Met Office first started evaluating the performance of its global model in predicting
tropical cyclones about 25 years ago. Since then it has developed its capabilities and has
played an active role in the tropical cyclone prediction and research community.
This presentation will give an overview of tropical cyclone activities at the Met Office
including a timeline of forecast skill, product development, the impact of initialisation
and model upgrades, tracking and verification techniques and the development of
seasonal, ensemble and high resolution regional predictions.
There will also be a discussion of the exciting potential and challenges of predicting
tropical cyclones using increasingly high-resolution numerical weather prediction
models.

Presentation is available here
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Main Points:
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UKMO support TC Regional Meterological centers (RSMCs) & helps with Global
model
We also have a role to provide global guidance unit to the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) and UK interests overseas – helpful to have
independent guidance on world Met Events
We want to develop global model including all Met events – global models feed
the regional models so we need the model to be correct
We also have Unified model (UM) partners and some are in areas with TC’s (eg
Philippines) – and the UM is used by many of these Regional MetServices
Extratropical transition – remnants of the TC – does affect the UK so we need to
be able to follow – medium range predictions
Timeline of TC @UKMO: we started to verify the performance in early 1990s We
knew it was poor and then we introduced better initialization and reduced
uncertainty by 30% so started to issue guidance messages
Large impacts over last 15 years: 4Dvar, New Dynamics, Replacement of old
initialization scheme and now a new dynamical core. We now use assimilation of
central pressure which have been important
Track forecast errors have been reduced substantially in the N Hemisphere – 5yr
running mean.
Last few year the trend to improve has accelerated – 5 day error is the same as
the 2day error 25 years ago. More than a day per decade in accuracy
Products: TC intensity, track and model data to RSMCs – ensembles are run as
part of the UKMO MOGREPS system
From the deterministic model we have text and graphics on the Global
Tellecommunication Systsem (GTS) and on the Web – storm tracker on web site
Also feed data to R&D centers on a collaborative basis: useful in NRT as well e.g.:
Florida State: looking at symmetry of the storms and are used by some RSMCs
Data assimilation and initialization: New scheme in 1990s – this involved
inserting a large number of pseudo observations of wind in the lower troposphere
– model analysis at that time was poor. It was very successful and reduced error
by 30%
Mods over the years: finally we got to 2012 the scheme was found to be
detrimental – testament to the work done in the R&D community over the
tropical ocean. So we don’t need to insert a lot of bogus data into the model. So
we removed the scheme – no longer beneficial
Other data could be useful to the model: estimates of central pressure in the
model. So we had a look at this impact of this,
In 2015 we started to use central pressure – bogus these into the model. The
impact was large: track forecast error was reduced by 6% - probably because the
structure of the storm and steering flow was improved.
On intensity this was also improved. Gets the analysis closer to the observed
values and improves the forecast
Following the introduction of the scheme in 2015 we see a continued benefit:
mean bias of 10m winds: in 2014 the EndGame dynamical core was introduced
then in 2015 we introduced the Central Pressure assimilation and made further
improvements. Model is still too weak for wind strength but not so much for
central pressure
















The current generation of global models are able to forecast TC with CP of 900mb
and winds of 100Kt – so the model is really improved – but new challenges
The Central Pressure data – the data are QCd and there is an ongoing issue where
storms intensify rapidly: the Observation-Background differences can grow large
and the QC throws out the data - so the scheme starts good but then there are
still issues
Can we expect EO high winds to help us address this?
Increasing requirements to look at the peak intensity and track but to get the
initialization of structure correct. The EO data have a role to play in all these
aspects.
Direct assimilation, feeding objective analysis etc
From the JTWC usefulness of EO: Statements they made:
 Without aerial reconnaissance the EO data are critical
 Good scat pass
 Radius of max winds
 Example of GCOM in Bay of Bengal – very useful, scat pass Diamodora –
transition of winds out from the core
Moving to higher resolution: We have at UKMO 4.4km model over the
Philippines – Global model downscale – quick to spin up TC can over deepen –
but, it has a better wind/pressure relationship than the global.
Wind pressure Relationship curves
Also the UKMO will be moving to a 10km global model – TC more intense and we
expect some over prediction – so we need to get the atmosphere ocean coupling
right – need to go to fully coupled NWP – this may help the over deepening
UKMO is still improving intensity despite a weak bias
Structure of TC in the analysis is increasingly important and EO can help here
Forecast models – even global – can now do a good job more to be done

Questions and Answers:
Q: Where does the Central Pressure data comes from?
A: from WMO warning centres such as JTWC and NHC etc.
Q: When you compare with Obs – what Observations do you use?
A: CP is from the warning centres. For winds its more challenging – we use the JTWC
data – is this appropriate?
Q: What is the impact of TC on other areas away from the cyclone?
A: There are impacts
Q: Bias is still to be addressed?
A: The bias gradually decreases with time – near zero at days 5, 6, 7 lead times. We
have the new model which is too energetic
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Assimilation and Impact of SMOS Wind Speeds in NWP
James Cotton
Met Office
james.cotton@metoffice.gov.uk
Co-author(s): Nicolas Reul, Pete Francis, Mary Forsythe

Legend: mean speed bias with +/- 1 STDV as error bars between SMOS (red) or ASCAT
(blue) and UK Met Office model. Above 15 m/s SMOS and ASCAT show very different
behaviour with ASCAT slower than model (-4 m/s at 30-35 m/s) and SMOS faster than
model (+2 m/s)
Ocean surface wind vectors from scatterometers (ASCAT-A/B, RapidScat) and microwave
radiometers (WindSat) are operationally assimilated in to the Met Office global numerical
weather prediction (NWP) model for wind speeds below 25 m/s. L-band sensors such as
ESA's Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) have the capability to provide complimentary
high wind speed information in tropical cyclone and extra tropical storm conditions.
This presentation will give an overview of the Met Office activities within the ESA
SMOS+STORMS Evolution project to demonstrate the utility of SMOS wind speeds
within NWP. SMOS observations of 10m wind speed (O) are compared with the Met Office
short-range forecasts or background (B) and data quality are evaluated using O-B
departure statistics. We will present the method used to quality control and assimilate the
SMOS wind speeds, including an assessment of the provided quality control flags. Finally
an extensive set of assimilation experiments have been conducted to diagnose the impact
of SMOS on Met Office NWP forecasts and analyses, including the intensity and track of
tropical cyclones.
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Presentation is available here
Main Points:
























Impact of SMOS Storms data for NWP and TC’s
Model upgrades and TC initialization scheme have improved TC track and
intensity errors but there is a remaining bias in the analysis and short range
intensity
Use Scat up to 25m/s and we want to look at the L-band as a complement in the
extreme winds
SMOS: using the IFREMER database of the SMOS+Storm project
Applied the SMOS quality flags
Obs – Bgd: SMOS has some spuriously fast wind speeds. Applying the quality
flags helps but a model ‘background check’ is needed to remove large biases.
Spatial distribution of the geographical bias: along sea ice edge, along the river
plumes (AMAZON) SSS effect, some RFI (S.E Asia and Islands)
The QC flags do remove some of the bias but not all – especially RFI
But if we apply the Background check most bad data are removed. We then use a
blacklist geographical box to remove persistent problem areas
ASCAT and SMOS: O-B, low to moderate winds ASCAT is better – SMOS has
variability, at high winds >15m/s, ASCAT is biased low and SMOS is biased high
Variance in SMOS is still higher than ASCAT
Met Office global model uses 4D-Var assimilation scheme
The SMOS winds obs operator (H) and penalty (J) functions – quite simple
Overview of experiments: Reference run is the baseline, then we added SMOS
data for trials: Aug-Oct-2014, Dec14 – Jan15 and Aug-Sep15.
SMOS data are thinned substantially (80 km) and used for speeds > 15 m/s. A
relatively small number are assimilated in each cycle.
Aug-Oct 14: the TC pressure data (explained by Julian Hemming’s) has a major
impact on TC intensity in analysis and short range. Intensity is increased and
wind/pressure errors are reduced..
When we add in SMOS we have impacts but nothing like the impact of the CP.
In the no CP pressure case SMOS increases the analysed intensity of TC by 5%
and leads to small reduction in pressure and wind errors at T+0 and short-range
forecasts
Impact on TC track errors is rather mixed
Hurricane Marie example showed issues with quality control of CP data – small
differences in background state can lead to large differences in the analysis
Hurricane Kilo in 2015: here we looked at the analyzed CP and saw benefit from
SMOS in the re-intensification later in the run
Spatial resolution limitation: when storm radius is small SMOS is unable to
resolve the storm eye and data has to be rejected
In later re-intensification stage, the storm is bigger and SMOS resolves the eye
and we are able to retain more data

Questions and Answers:
Q: ASCAT is low compared to the model – need to match the speed scales properly. You
could scale the SCAT ?
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A: we only use data from ASCAT up to 25m/s but results show it has sensitivity at higher
speeds – would need a bias correction
J. Knaff: The model can’t resolve the small storms – and data are being thrown out. The
Pressure/wind relationship is not good. How much would change if we could resolve
the small storms better? How to test this?
A: this is all we have done so far. The SMOS 40km can’t resolve the storms –
J. Knaff: this could be a model error that is a problem for SMOS and ASCAT.
A: Julian showed an example but a while before we get to 4.4km model
J. Eyre: what has been done so far is treat them as point obs – but they are not point obs
and we could use an obs operator to help with the structure of the storm
A: That would help. Note that resolution of the operational model is 17 km but our trials
were at 40 km – so, not perfect solution and more work are needed
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On the use of satellite ocean surface winds at ECMWF
Giovanna De Chiara
ECMWF
giovanna.dechiara@ecmwf.int
Co-author(s): Lars Isaksen, Stephen English

Accurate knowledge of ocean surface winds are important for a large range of
applications, such as the computation of air/sea heat fluxes, assimilation into Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) models, ocean models and surface-wave models, as well as
climate studies. It has always been recognized that scatterometer wind observations
improve the quality of surface winds over the ocean and have positive impact on NWP
and wave models. In particular C-band scatterometers can provide information in most
weather conditions. Hence their observations have great value for the analysis and
forecast of extreme and high impact events like Tropical Cyclones (TC) and severe extratropical storms. C-band scatterometer wind measurements have been assimilated at
ECMWF for more than 20 years. Research activities are ongoing to optimize the way high
wind speed observations are handled and to maximize the benefit from their assimilation,
such as testing the use of the Huber Norm and different thinning strategies. SMOS ocean
wind data were recently made available in the framework of the STORMS Evolution ESA
project. L-band measurements have the potential to provide all-weather near surface
wind information, even at very high wind speed. Remarkably, this can be achieved
without the sensitivity saturating at moderately high wind speed, as occurs for
scatterometer and higher frequency passive observations. At ECMWF a study is ongoing
to assess the quality of the SMOS ocean wind speed measurements. In this paper we
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present the status and the results of the ECMWF research activities related to the usage
and the quality assessment of scatterometer and SMOS high wind speed observations.
Main Points :
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Use of Ocean surface winds at ECMWF - How we use scat winds and TC’s ?
ASCAT data: we assimilate Scat wind for more than 20 years. O-B winds over 1
month show some biases in tropical areas – maybe due to the model issues, e.g.,
drag coefficient parametrizations. We don’t use ocean currents in the system and
we are looking at this
We know that scat winds are important for NWP – assessment of ASCAT in the
system more on the global scales but also looked at extreme events
The TC forecasts show that when we use all scats we have the best performance
on SLP errors and at all-time steps
Impact on the coupled system is illustrated by TC Phailin – for this TC it was
quite good as we had good ARGO float data – significant deepening of the mixed
layer – coupled system is much better agreement with ARGO data for MLD – the
cold wake and ML deepening
ASACT A/B and OSCAT. Looked at with and without the scat.
There is positive impact of scat in the coupled system and more than the
uncoupled system
These were preliminary experiments at low resolution – want to run more at the
higher resolution
Use 25km scatterometer data from EUM – we have our own inversion 25km
capped at 35m/s thin to 100km (1 of every 4 Obs) have good QC
We have issues: Wind ambiguity removal  when the storm centre is not correct
we seem to select the wrong solution for wind direction – TC Pam example
Another area of work is to try to improve the assimilation of SCAT using better
sampling and improved Background checks.
Thinning is substantial  we see that the high winds in the eye area are rejected
by the Background check.
Looked at a new Huebert filter for the Bgd check. Played with allowing other obs
to enter the system. When we do this we have more obs weighted to allow central
areas to admit more obs we have a positive impact
Ran a long trial on the approach – 2 months of data playing with Huebert-Norm
filter. Full weight and low weight on the obs.
In the S.Hem. and Tropics we have a reduction rms forecast error when we allow
more obs in
When we allow the Huber-Norm to admit more data we have a positive impact
(duh!)
SMOS Winds: Just started this process. Project is aiming to assess the quality of
the SOMS winds.
SMOS winds to ECMWF analysis winds – similar to UKMO but a lot of noise –
geographical map of the 10m/s differences – see some issues close to ice edge
but departures all over the world – applied the QC flags
Still have issues and we have to work more on this to filter out the data
TC test cases: Ernesto – some areas of distinct differences. In the W Pacific close
to China we see more issues with FRM




SCAT: this is stable but we still have issues and we need to do more
For SMOS we will keep working on this – comparing to other EO data sets and
prepare for better monitoring of BT’s rather than wind speed

Presentation is available here
Questions and Answers:
Q: For SMOS data, we have seen the issue of sea ice and RFI – what are the QC checks
for sea ice?
A: We have the SST <0°C and a Sea Ice concentration value thresholds based on
ECMWF model– the issue is that SMOS is an interferometer and the contamination is
non local (also SMOS BT’s are antenna tempratures not surface geophysical
measurements)
Q: Huber –Norm – is this wind speed dependent? Could we consider higher
uncertainties at higher SCAT winds?
A: No, We use only a single error – we might consider the high wind larger error
situation
Q: Are the forcing data the same or different for the couple and and uncoupled model?
One thing is the forcing, the other is the time sequence of the Data Assimilation etc
A: Not sure if they are the same.
J. Eyre: the coupling is weak and you are not coupling at every time step (impression
from workshop last week…)
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On the use of SMOS winds in the wave model MFWAM
Lotfi Aouf
Météo-France
lotfi.aouf@meteo.fr
Co-author(s): Nicolas Reul, Alice Dalphinet

Legend: Impact of assimilating SMOS winds on the Meteo France wave Model
prediction the Significant wave height generated during TC Bejisa
Wind forcing plays a key role for catching accurate initial conditions of wind waves and
swell propagation. This study aims to evaluate the use of SMOS winds during the cyclonic
season in the Indian Ocean. The operational wave model MFWAM of Meteo-France is
forced by hybrid winds including the ones retrieved from SMOS mission. The impact of
these winds is examined in the analysis and forecast periods. Several cyclonic cases has
been performed, however we will focus on the Bejisa case that hits the French island La
Reunion. The validation of the results is performed with altimetry wave data. We also
investigate the impact of using SMOS winds on coupling with 1-D ocean mixed layer
model.
Presentation is available here
Main Points:
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Operational wave models – when we are lucky we have Altimeter data over the
storm and we can use these data to check the impact of new data assimilation
approaches,
Real life is that we don’t have the sampling from altimeters – Example TC BEJISA
we had a misfit of the model by ~2m SWH.
Assimilation was late – SARAL was not available in time,
So, evaluate the EO data for wave modelling and forecast in the Indian Ocean –
also wave flooding (surge) warning systems,





















Methodology: We try to preserve the resolution of the model (~10km) and make
full use of the SMOS winds
We use the NWP directional component – 10km ECMWF
We then replace the patch of wind data with SMOS intensity
Differences can be high from the ECMWF and the SMOS+Model – we want to
check this
Wave model global 20km: selected 3 regions to study – keeping the 10km winds
and we have a high resolution model in the West Indies
SMOS run has a better fit to the AltiKa data than the ECMWF data
alone. This is a very nice result for TC BEJISA
If we look at all the data we have a similar bias and SI BUT we have a significant
reduction in high wave bias
So we looked at JIMENA: We have stronger wind speed from SMOS inducing
higher waves in keeping with the Altimeter data compared to ECMWF alone
Validation: in JIMENA we have mixed statistics for SWH > 5m,
BUT: we have a stronger dispersion – probably due to discontinuities around the
wind field and smaller waves,
Then we looked at the coastal areas WW3 unstructured grid.
Wind forcing of IGOR ECMWF and then SMOS+ECMWF – can see the SMOS
winds give stronger winds but the same directional properties
Validation of buoys: show a reduction of bias but a slightly higher Scatter index.
Bias reduced by 15%.
Impact of the peak time of TC: differences in SWH from reference and SMOS
forcing runs
Impact of SMOS on coupled parameters some significant differences of ~30%m- a
nice result and based on this we will revisit the coupling
So: SMOS and WINDSAT winds show positive impact on SWH and a good
candidates to improve the wave model forecasts
Slight increase in the scatter for lower waves – can be improved by reducing the
discontinuities in SMOS winds- use smoothing function,
We have improvements on coupling parameters,
We are also using SAR to look at Wave Swell. Massive impact on wave periods
after the storms

Questions and answers:
J. Eyre: Increase in scatter – are you using the same QC as others?
A: No we use SMOS storm data without QC – we can improve using better QC
Q: Are you using WAM for global and WW3 for Regional?
A: yes use both
Ad Stoeffelen: SMOS winds are stronger than the Model – there is no absolute value for
coupling – so a different speed scale to optimize the output. You could play with the
forcing terms to get the same output?
A: there are still big issue on the coupling parametrization!
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J. Knaff: Did you consider using the operational centres products of wind Radii?
It would give a better definition of winds
A: Yes we can try to do this.
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A coupled wind and wave forecasting system for the North Sea
Jianting Du (presented by Merete Badger)
DTU Wind Energy
jitd@dtu.dk
Co-author(s): Xiaoli Guo Larsén, Andrea N. Hahmann, Mark Kelly, Rodolfo Bolanos

Legend: Modelling and SAR observation of Storm Britta for the North Sea
Here we establish a coupled wind and wave forecasting system for the North Sea, based
on the Coupled-Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-Sediment Transport (COAWST) modelling
System. Our forecasting system consists of the regional atmospheric model WRF and
third-generation ocean wave model SWAN. Previously these two models have been used
separately for wind and wave forecasts in the North Sea (e.g. StormGeo, BOC-MetOcean),
but have never been implemented as a fully coupled system. Here, for each time step,
WRF transfers 10 m wind speeds to SWAN, and SWAN feeds back to WRF the friction
velocity (u*), which accounts for the waves impact. The innovative part of this study is
that we utilize a Wave Boundary Layer Model (WBLM) to estimate u* and the wave
growth. The WBLM is embedded in SWAN, for the first time, as a new wind-input source
function so as to ensure momentum conservation within the air-sea interface. It is found
that the simulated wind and wave fields, especially for storm cases, are both improved
though the model coupling. At the same time, several improvements on the COAWST
system have been made, to enable the system to run properly on multiple nested grids
and multiple nodes in computing clusters. Three nested grids are designed for both WRF
and SWAN, so that it is possible to provide high-resolution wind and wave forecasts for
the coastal areas. The Global Forecast System (GFS) from the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) is used to provide initial and boundary conditions to
WRF. SWAN initializes from the previous forecast and uses fully absorbing boundaries.
The coupling system has been evaluated using wind and wave measurements during a
number of storms in the North Sea. Our extensive experiments suggest that a number of
factors affect the model performance for storms, both for winds and waves: spatial
resolution, model coupling, choice of PBL scheme, domain size and location, initial time
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of the modeling and simulation period in WRF and source functions in SWAN. These
factors also need to be taken into consideration when using the coupled forecasting
system.
Presentation is available here
Main points



















Coupled wind/waves modelling in North Sea
Use of WRF and MIKE (Ocean), WRF and SWAN – online coupling (Dutch) differences
SWAN couple through roughness length and 2nd momentum stress in MABL model
X-WiWa coupling approaches, coastal parameters, N sea storm winds
Various SST and couples
The Wave boundary layer model - WRF and SWAN through Stress
Stress distribution: Wind stress and wave stress – vary with height – sum is what
it is
the model suggests that the log profile is not valid in presence of high winds
SWH as a function of Fetch – Wind input source functions have problems with
different fetches
Cd as a function of U10: JENS scheme overestimates Cd, WBLM follows the trends
of models up to 40m/s
Case study on Horns windfarm in N Sea: Complex bathymetry – the bathymetry is
reflected in the roughness length (zo) – the variability of zo should give variability
in wind speed at low heights – still testing
SAR winds (sigma0) the bathymetry features can be seen in the SAR imagery
We need water levels, SST and others data in shallow areas to get good SWH this
is the standard
Storm Britta: SAR data agree well and with FINO platform WRF+SWAN works
well
We are trying to establish an extremes wind/wave atlas based on downscaling of
~500 storms over 30 years
Used extreme wind analysis: we have just finished the modelling work and want
the satellite data for verification. We need EO data now
We plan to use S1, ENVIsat, QScat, ASCAT, ALT, SMOS and SMAP
(http://www.smosstorm.org/Data )
We have some confusion about what is truth for winds – esp. from EO data - advice
required

Q Please say a little more about the advice you need for comparing data?
A: want to be sure we are using EO data correctly and the right EO data for the verification
Wind scale is one thing and the instruments measure spatial derivatives – do you see the
same things?
A: yes and also the position of spatial features etc.
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Plenary Discussion NWP/NOP
Chair: John Eyre, Ad Stoffelen




J. Eyre: Data assimilation people see the world differently from satellite people.
The statistics from Data Assimilation (DA) presentations show that stats and
differences in short range forecasts are <2m/s globally. Before the satellite flies
over, the model knows to ~1 m/s what is going to happen. In NWP the short range
forecast is more accurate than the new Obs because the model is nearly an analysis.
If it is NOT more accurate: then you are doing something wrong.
So when we see big differences between model and Obs, we tend to believe the
model background first. People from an Obs background can’t really appreciate
why
the
DA
model
community
see
the
world
this
way.
But here we are concerned with Extreme conditions and this is now a
different and a difficult problem for DA. Giovanna showed one way to
do this.
Ad Stoeffelen: representations of scales Obs at their scale and model at their
scales. An important question on wind to the observation’s community is what
the reference speed scale to use.
 We need to use the same reference and speed scale when comparing
between model & observations







F. Collard: What do you call exactly a speed scale – this is m/s? What are you
talking about? (There is general confusion about the notion of scales in the
discussion)
Ad. Stoeffelen: Best track is using 1-min sustained winds, SMOS winds are
instantaneous at 40 km, ASCAT at 25 km – all represent different PDFs because of
different time and space scales– so they will be different!
Can we use more buoys for reference? Can we use ECMWF?
F. Collard: We need to compare winds at the same spatial and temporal resolution
but the unit is the unit. Then this is a problem of reference not a problem
of scale.
L. Ricciardulli: We agreed that the reference would be the SFMR data matched to
the scale of the satellite. So far we have differences because there are different
ground truth measurements.
 We also agreed at this meeting (and in Miami’s meeting first) that
the reference wind is the SFMR
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J. Eyre: more precisely: SFMR uses the Dropsondes and the SFMR is
the transfer medium so the scale is actually the dropsondes
Z. Jelenak – more than just the scatter plot, we have to look at the spatial
structures.
M. Portabella: we need to look on the flanks of the TC’s
We should communicate with uncertainties and do the best we can
because we will not have more – there are issues here for users (they
need to be informed properly) and space agencies trying to make
progress to the next generation of L-band measurements – care is
needed to see positive aspects as well as negative aspects
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B. Chapron: why do we want to use winds and not backscatter? – the GMF can be
used to find the impact of these other effects (waves, bathymetry) on the signal.
With a scat: in ASCAT A vs ASCAT B we get 0.6m/s difference – the model can’t
do this. Non-linear transformations complicate the distributions.
J. Eyre: trends in DA over 25 m/s we tend to go to the observed measurement – eg
radiances – because it is easier to describe the error distributions. But there are
exceptions: Scat is one example (SST also…). Each Observation type has to be
treated on its own merit. There is not an easy answer to this – for SMOS it should
not matter – but if there are waves impacts then we may need to go back to
Brightness temperatures. Generally we want to recognize that the models contain
more information than the observations in many cases – e.g. water vapour – model
can put the data on vertical levels. The last thing you want to do is to destroy the
structure that the model has and can bring to the data – we need to remember the
model knows bests in many situations (in the short term)
Q: Do we need an observation operator for GNSS-R?
J. Eyre: if we don’t deal with the whole delay Doppler map, we lose information –
we need to look at new ways to work with the data. We might use a forward
operator and retrieve it back – there may be other ways to do this. Needs R&D and
thinking
Ad Stoeffelen: in the DDM: there are things not resolved by the model so we need
to look at the details in the Obs.
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Blending multiple-source wind data including SMOS, SMAP and AMSR-2
new products
Fabrice Collard
OCEANDATALAB
dr.fab@oceandatalab.com / joseph.tenerelli@oceandatalab.com
Co-author(s): Joseph Tenerelli

Legend: Differences in Optical Flow time interpolation (top) and morphing (bottom)
of an ensemble of satellite observations.
One approach for combining non-synoptic satellite wind speeds to create synoptic wind
maps is to use variational data assimilation together with an atmospheric model.
A simpler approach, tested here, is to propagate the satellite wind speeds in time using
propagation fields derived from the evolution of the wind in some atmospheric model
(such as ECMWF). The propagation fields are derived by applying an optical flow
algorithm to the model wind speed fields. This is based on the assumption that storm
structure evolution is continuous in time. We used L-band wind data from, SMOS and
SMAP together with C-band (and other) measurments from AMSR-2 on GCOM-W1;
METOP A/B, WindSat, SSMI F16/F17, GMI and RAPIDSCAT to create global maps of
wind speed at some fixed time from satellite measurements distributed over many hours.
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Here we adopt the second approach and attempt to propagate (or ‘morph’) all satellite
swaths within a symmetric window about the desired analysis time to the analysis time.
The window width is taken to be 24 hours to allow construction of complete global wind
speed maps from available satellite data. We used 3-hourly ECMWF analysis and
forecasts wind speed fields and derive the flow field using an optical flow algorithm
applied to the wind speed. The flow is computed using a multi-level approach whereby
the flow is computed on successively smaller scales in order to capture potentially large
displacements (the ‘pyramid’ approach). To evaluate the impact of morphing, we
collocated wind speed retrievals from all pairs of instruments within a 22 hour window,
did this for both the morphed and unmorphed retrievals and stratified the collocations by
both the time difference and the morphing distance. As the morphing distance is
increased, the spread in the histogram becomes more pronounced at all wind speeds.
Applying the optical flow morphing method reduces the spread in the distribution, even
at large displacements beyond 600 km. A key issue that remain to be resolved is how to
deal with inconsistencies (biases) between different wind speed products included in the
blended wind products. Another issue to be resolved is that in the vicinity of tropical
cyclones the optical flow method frequently yields shifts that are not consistent with best
track velocity.
Presentation is available here
Main Points:
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Blended product are built in the context of the SMOS+STORM project
Use a variety of sensors: SMOS, SMAP, AMSR2 but also ASCAT, SSMI, GMI,
Rapidcat,..
For AMSR2, we reduce rain using Zabolotskikh’s methods
Several approaches to blend: we use a morphing method – variational data
assimilation could be used but this is heavy.
We propagate the wind in time using a background model- in this case ECMWFby computing optical flow deformation field
We assume the storm structure is continuous in time
We want a global map: but we have data at different times. We want to have an
analysis at a given snapshot analysis time.
We can use a statistical local approach – we can use all data at all times and
minimize the statistical differences: this is the approach used to derive the CrossCalibrated Multi-Platform (CCMP) wind products
Or we can use non local approach and propagate in time: this requires a
deformation field
We adopted this approach to morph all satellite swath’s on a symmetric window
of 12 hours. Then we morph to analysis time
If we don’t use morphing then we are just performing interpolation in space.
When you do this: you don’t follow the trajectory of evolution.
Morphing moved data to the trajectory of evolution. So we interpolate in time
and space
But we need the flow field – how? We use 3 hourly ECMWF analyses and
forecast data. Optical flow works well if the displacements are short compared to
time evolution.












Optical flow is very different from wind vectors – we are interested in a
deformation field
Example for Windsat data. Over a 24 hour window most areas have data globally
The morphed ECMWF and satellite data differences show new data impacts
Validation of the method: we used data that are not used in the morphing
techniques (SMAP/SMOS). Results show that the method allows us to morph to
distances of 600-650 km
It isn’t perfect: consistency between EO wind products is a challenge as there are
significant biases between several data products. E.g. ASCAT from KNMI is
different from ASCAT at REMSS: we have issues at higher winds – critical for the
technique to work
Also in the vicinity of TC’s there are challenges as the optical flow technique is not
giving the same displacement compared to BESTRACK. There are problems –
here. Needs more work – do we use the best-track to constrain the optical flow?
The application of the blended wind product for SSS retrieval is provided–
example of structures in Southern oceans due to winds. The blended products
reduces this effect in SMOS. We reduce a lot the impact of roughness on SSS in
SMOS and SMAP compared to just using the ECMWF data alone: there are
improvements for the high winds.
We have comparable results to CCMP for this applications

Questions and Answers:
T. Meissner: It’s a nice method to test the impact of these winds as SSS is unforgiving!
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Improved forecasts of extreme weather events by the Aeolus Doppler Wind
Lidar
Ad Stoffelen
KNMI
Ad.Stoffelen@knmi.nl
Co-authors: Gert-Jan Marseille, and Jan Barkmeijer

Legend: An artist’s view of Aeolus in flight
An important goal in operational weather forecasting is to reduce the number of forecast
failures, in particular those with large socio economic impact. Forecast failures of highimpact weather are often due to lack of observations over data sparse areas, such as the
Southern Hemisphere, Tropics and Northern Hemisphere oceans, over a prolonged
period prior to the extreme event. ADM-Aeolus is a polar orbiting satellite carrying a
Doppler Wind Lidar (DWL) for wind profile measurements all over the globe and is
scheduled for launch next year. We present an effective method, called Sensitivity
Observing System Experiment (SOSE), to assess the impact of prospective observing
systems for NWP. An example demonstrates the added value of future space-borne
Doppler Wind Lidar (DWL) to reduce forecast failures of extreme weather events, in
particular the 1999 storms. The December 1999 Christmas period was characterized by
two storms named ‘Lothar’ and ‘Martin’ causing much havoc in Western Europe. Almost
all operational NWP models failed completely to forecast these storms even on the short
(48-hour) term. Here, we zoom in on the second Christmas storm ‘Martin’ that made
landfall in Brittany (France) on 27 December 18 UTC, causing much damage and
casualties over France and Germany in the 24 hours following. We demonstrate in this
example that space-borne DWL would have improved the forecast of the Christmas 1999
storm ‘Martin’ substantially.
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Presentation is available here
Main Points

















ADM AEOLUS status: ready with last TVAC tests before Launch campaign
Launch in late 2017
Background science issues are discussed
Improve weather forecasts and demonstration of the use of Lidars in space
LOS wind profiles in troposphere and Lower troposphere
Global coverage and use Doppler shifts of particles and molecules
UV 355nm laser.
Get extinction and Doppler products
Use Rayleigh and Mie scatterers
Rayleigh is critical to ADM – there needs to be more research on the mixture of
both scatterers
Mie part – we only see mean motion of larger particles with the wind – but there
are less observations when the Mie scatterers are not present
Use Mie and Rayleigh approaches together when we can.
Bins are ~1km - need to take care with heights to improve wind retrievals due to
strong shears at 400m scales
Look at impact of clouds: the location of the clouds within a bin is important: Mie
is very sensitive to inhomogeneity of the bins
Rayleigh errors are easier to deal with
Need to think about polar stratospheric clouds

Questions and Answers:
J. Shutler: How close to the ground can you get? Would you see a response to Gas
molecules?
Ad Stoeffelen: Aeolus provides profiles of one component of the horizontal wind vector
from ground up to the stratosphere with 0.5 to 2 km vertical resolution
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ORORO - Orbital Radio Occultation and Reflectometry Observers
Martin Unwin
Co-authors: Jonathan Friend (SSTL)
C. Gommenginger (NOC)
J. Rosello , R. Walker (ESA/ESTEC)

Legend: sketch of the Orbital Radio Occultation and Reflectometry Observers
(ORORO) constellation
The Orbital Radio Occultation and Reflectometry Observers (ORORO) constellation
covers two applications to support Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP):
•
GNSS-Reflectometry (GNSS-R): mainly for sea wind speed and sea surface
roughness
•

GNSS Radio Occultation (GNSS-RO): for atmospheric sounding

The ORORO concept involves a constellation of up to 30 CubeSats, with a combined
GNSS-R and GNSS-RO instrument mounted on each of the 27U (3x3x3 units) CubeSats
of ORORO. The GNSS instrument is passive (receive only) and takes advantage of the Lband signals of opportunity transmitted from multiple Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS), in particular from GPS, Galileo, and possibly from the Chinese Beidou and the
Russian Glonass. This enables the addressing of the required temporal and spatial
samplings as well as achieving a wide coverage.
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The GNSS-R scatterometric instrument function is a fairly simple progression from the
demonstration data set collected by TechDemoSat-1 launched in July 2014 and NASA
CYGNSS to be launched in december 2016. The main observables are the peak power of
the Delay Doppler Map (DDM), and the shape of the DDM of the reflected signal. These
are generated using internal replica codes and there is no need for cross-correlation with
the direct signal. From these observables, it is possible to infer surface roughness, in terms
of mean square slopes (mss) and through proper inversion, wind speed and potentially
other parameters.
The key measurement in RO is the GNSS carrier phase observable. Its time derivative
(Doppler frequency) and after removing its geometrical contribution, the inverse
algorithms lead to Bending Angle and atmospheric refractivity profiles. Further inversion
results in temperature, pressure and humidity profiles on the atmospheric structure, in
particular in the Upper Troposphere / Lower Stratosphere (UT/LS) region.
Measurements of the ionosphere (up to 500 km) with the same technique are possible
with the same instrument. The technique has been operational since the launch of MetOpA in 2006. Additional measurements will help improve Numerical Weather Prediction
(NWP).
ORORO constitutes a unique opportunity to operate two GNSS payload functions in a
constellation of satellites with good revisit time and sampling period.
Presentation is available here
Main Points:
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ORORO is the TDS follow-on mission
GNSS-R ~120 satellites above 20 000 m altitude.
ORORO combines Radio-Occultation (RO) and Reflectometry
UK TDS-1 SGR-resi – not large 1.5kg based on a GPS receiver. On-bard DDM
are the primary output
 Processed to L1B on ground
 1Hz per track measurements
 L2 produced over the ocean: Wind speed and MSS
 Low winds we get a strong reflection
 Data available via www.merrbys.org
 Still evolving data and we have now another years’ worth of data
 Lot of information over land and Ice
ORORO: we want to use NanoSats to observe weather. 30 satellites to do the
job
ESA selected the bid and took it further with the CDF last year.
Suggested amendments – developed a set of requirements
Looking at miniature propulsion on each sat, for a quick deployment
Impact of more GNSS-RO? We have 2500 very high quality measurements per
day today, and any new satellite typically brings 600 measurements per
GNSS constellation per day.
Coming back to TDS-1: looking at altimetry we will come to the end of TDS
mission. Perhaps move to 24/7 wind service with short latency. Even when
CYGNSS is launched we can do a lot more with TDS-1.



We needed a core of high quality observations with lower cost medium
quality satellites – giving the spatial and temporal coverage.

Questions and Answers
Z. Jelenak: GNSS-R definitely needs to be continued – we need to look at the OSVW
constellation. CYGNSS is just tropics so we need TDS-1.
H. Bonnekamp: lifetime of satellite ORORO – 5 years each could be 7 years.
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A mission concept for geostationary passive microwave interferometric
radiometry using formation flight
Ahmed Kiyoshi Sugihara El Maghraby
University of Southampton
asem1g14@soton.ac.uk
Co-author(s): Angelo Grubisic, Camilla Colombo, Adrian Tatnall

The geostationary orbit provides the ability to perform global, continuous and real-time
observation of rapidly evolving meteorological phenomena such as wind speeds, a task
difficult at low-Earth orbits. Passive microwave radiometry is an ideal means to retrieving
surface wind speed over the ocean, unobstructed by the clouds and illumination
conditions. While geostationary radiometry using conventional methods is challenging
due to the poor spatial resolution at microwave frequencies, it can be facilitated using
interferometric techniques, with which large apertures can be synthesised. Proposed in
this work is a novel mission concept applying satellite formation flight to passive
microwave interferometry. The concept uses a number of satellites to synthesize a single
large microwave aperture, which produces unprecedented spatial resolution. The
advantage of this concept is the fact that larger apertures can be synthesised without the
need for large satellites, but by increasing the number of satellites. This puts geostationary
radiometry within reach, at arbitrary microwave frequencies including frequencies under
10 GHz. The challenges include the need for synchronised local oscillators and relative
orbit determination and control in sub-wavelength scales. To discuss the practical
implications of the advantage and the challenges, several formation flight configurations
are explored. One concept uses a single SMOS-sized satellite in formation with nine
microsatellites. This concept synthesises an aperture 14.4 metres in diameter, which
corresponds to a spatial resolution of 92 km at 10 GHz from the geostationary orbit. The
total mass of the constellation can be within 1.3 tonnes, meaning that the constellation is
deployable in a single launch. Another concept uses six SMOS-sized satellites to
synthesise a 28.8-metre aperture, at the cost of constellation mass at 4 tonnes. The orbital
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stability of these constellations has also been studied, finding that the annual formationkeeping requirement is up to 2.2 m/s/year, taking into account solar radiation pressure,
third-body forces and the Earth’s triaxiality.
Presentation is available here

Main Points:






Identified novel architectures for Geostationary microwave interferometry at 10
GHz
Concept can be used for geostationary radiometry, unprecedented spatial
resolution from medium-Earth orbits, or extend reach to very low frequencies
Two viable mission concepts identified, key requirement performance figures
characterized
Orbital characteristics of the formations characterized
Micron-level inter-satellite ranging likely require

Questions and Answers:
Q: Met Office priority for precipitation is temporal resolution and high spatial resolution
– 40km resolution isn’t great for precipitations…
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Executive Summary
Observational Capability Desires in high winds
We need finer spatial resolution observations from satellite in storms:
 To better resolve gradients and spatial derivatives both in the outer and
inner core storm structure
 We need to get more data closer to coast
 SAR acquisitions are not frequent enough for regular monitoring,
 Reference can be radiometry and scatterometry
 We need rain-contamination free sensors in TCs, less of an issue in ETCs.
Those operating at L-band (such as SMOS, SMAP and GNSSR) are
promising
We need better understanding of the physics of air sea coupling and satellite observations
at high wind speeds (>25ms-1). This will require observations such as:
 Co-located Active/passive MW and multiple frequency sensors
 Dedicated aircraft campaigns flying a combination of polarised radar and
multifrequency passive microwave instrumentation to properly explore the
relationship between these two different measurement techniques
 Waves collocated with winds (model wave parameters are insufficient)
 Orbit selection that allows for crossing swaths of multiple data
 Errors in salinity observations can (in large part at this time) be used to identify
errors in winds used to retrieve salinity

Calibration and Validation of High wind satellite data
 We have agreed that dropsondes WL150 wind speeds will be our standard for
truth.
 SFMR winds will be the transfer mechanism from dropsondes winds to satellite
winds:
 This will require spatial averaging of SFMR data to approximate satellite
scales to provide comparison data on the scale of satellite measurements
 Data too near the radius of maximum winds are likely to be substantially
influences by sea state, and hence are not ideal for averaging purely in
terms of wind speed.
 SFMR observations suggest that the above problem with sea state
extends only so far to 30 or 50km from the storm centre.
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 HRD (Heather) will assess this range.
 For the moment we suggest to use the right quadrant off centre
areas for inter-comparisons of different satellite winds
 Method for calibration of SFMR winds (Antenna Temp corrections) must
be made available to public ASAP. Z. Jelenak explained that NOAA have
recalibrated and reprocessed SFMR data from 2006 onward. The
reprocessing accounts for variations in the SFMR antenna temperature due
to flight level changes – which were not accounted for. The ETC are where
we had the largest biases. To access the database, contact
Joe.Sapp@noaa.gov
 SFMR cannot be used for validation of satellite winds if there are too much
time delays between both acquisitions–the wind can changes by 7 m/s in 20
mn on repeat runs across ETCs. We should match in storm coordinates
because the storm is moving in time. Always use closest in time as possible
New Observations to assess importance of possible problems are needed.
 We shall coordinate aircraft flights into storms with satellite overpasses (where
possible) to include data from:
 SFMR
 Dropsondes
 We shall make surface wind data sets more easily available and easier to work
with.
 These data sets include:
 SFMR (recalibrated and reformatted) (Joe Sapp; Heather
Holbach)
 Dropsondes (reformatted and quality assessed) (Zorana Jelanik)
 High winds from research ships
 US and Australia are relatively easily achieved (Mark
Bourassa)
 Others? (TBD)
 Volunteer observing ships and buoys (Mark Bourassa)
 Oil rigs? Better height adj. (Lucia Pineau-Guillou in collaboration
with others)
 Satellite data sets
 mostly already achieved
 Work to include new sensor communities (e.g., CYGNSS)
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 Determine the conditions for which buoy data are ‘useful’ for calibration in high
winds (Ad)
 Is there a wave height, relative to the anemometer height that indicates
buoy winds will underestimate U10 ? A. Stoeffelen will stratify Ascat/buoys
collocations by wave height
 Compare to results with those of lake Georges by Alexander Babanin
 Identify how much rain can be tolerated for each instrument
 Physics of air/sea coupling for high winds
 Wave tank. These labs observations will be used as a first guess for open
ocean conditions and to greatly improve physics in models
 Open ocean observations of fluxes and spray are needed (with funding
issues). Remote sensing from an oil rig; CLIMODE type buoy?
Intercalibration of multiple-datasets (SFMR to satellite; satellite to satellite;
IOVWST goal)
There is a lot to learn by analyzing differences and similarities between the Passive and
active MW measurements.
 Two wind regimes of strong interest:
 overlap range between L-band, C- and Ku-band : 15-32 m/s
 high wind regime > 33 m/s
 What additional parameters are needed?
 Improve calibration by starting where products are similar and moving to
higher wind speeds as sufficient comparison data exist.
 Attempt to develop model function that also accounts for sea state and
heavy rain (if found to be important)
 Possible dependence on storm motion, SST, latitude, wave directions ?
We suggest to use radii at 34Kts (18m/s), 50Kts (25.7) and 64Kts (33m/s) as this is
relevant to the forecasters
We can also look at EKE, integrated power dissipation – look at other indices to help
understand the tropical winds – quick ways to compare data sources

Applications

 Intercomparison/validation shall be conducted at the wind speed threshold
where wind radii can be determined with a specified confidence, i.e., radii at
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17m/s (34kts)



25m/s (50kts)



32m/s (64kts)

Shall be used to inter-compare datasets as these are used operationally for hurricane
forecasts (e.g. see John Knaff’s presentation)
 HWIND (Mark Powell) and HWIND use cases
 Determine the displaced mass (or change in sea surface height; storm
surge) due to coastally trapped Kelvin waves to a specified accuracy.
 Identify different wind speeds in different parts of the hurricane
 Might require finer scale satellite observations (altimeter, SAR)
 Identify causes of inconsistency in local trends
 Assimilation to consider using surface pressure rather than wind (Hans)

Assess the Importance of possible problems
 Doppler observations of spray in the boundary-layer
 How do the follow change as a function of wind speed for extreme winds?
 What is the sea spray distribution as a function of height?
 Are there two (or more) boundary-layers?
 How do wave spectra impact remote sensing?
 Observations from either high frequency from an aircraft or mm frequency
from a platform (e.g., oil rig)
 Could an international project be developed to improve the value of a field
program?
 We would need to determine what problems could be addressed
and the advantages of doing so.
Letters of Support & Recommendations from the community
SMOS and SMAP were shown to have a distinct, demonstrated advantage to complement
available spaceborne ocean wind sensors such as C-band (ASCAT) or Ku-band
(RapidScat) scatterometers as well as radiometers operating at higher frequencies (SSMI,
WindSat, AMSR2, GMI). Recognising this complementary feature, the
attendees of the “International workshop on measuring high wind speeds
over the ocean” at the UK MetOffice in Exeter in November 2017
recommended to continue L-Band measurements beyond the current fleet of
missions in orbit, i.e. SMOS and SMAP." In particular, L-band radiometer data
provide accurate measurements of the wind storm structures (radii of wind at gale,
damaging and destructive forces): this capability is currently leading to the development
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of operational uses in some World Meteorological Organisation warning centers. A way
forward can be to send support letters for continuity to EU and ESA representatives.
 SMOS
 Guidance on where to send letters will be provided by ESA management
 Guidance on the type of information needed will be provided
 Users encouraged to send letters
 IOVWST
 CGMS

Next Meeting
It was agreed that such meeting was great in joining radiometer, scatterometer and
application communities together. We plan to organize such a meeting every year in the
future. Suggestion is to have it in Meteo France or ECMWF in 2017.
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